
trisha_29 
 
trisha_29: stretches my long legs out in front of me...the edge of my shorts sliding up 

over my warm thighs...ass wiggling against the edge of the seat....arching my back as my 

arms raise up high over my head...clasping my fingers...feeling the muscles stretching 

slightly...twisting a little ....letting out a soft whimper as i stretch my entire body...slowly 

lowering my arms and relaxing 

cptfire35: omg 

Al_dente_: sees Trish stretching those beautiful long legs..... 

trisha_29: glances over at fire....grins....reaching and sliding my fingers slowly up my 

arm...hooking the little strap of my tank top in my fingers and easing it back up on my 

shoulder 

D r a z: winks at  trisha  trisha_29: winks back at draz 

Bee_passionately_blue: you are a vixen trisha, and your words that describe things are 

elegent and so visual. ty  

trisha_29: smiles and blows a kiss to bee 

trisha_29: leans back in my seat...my head resting against the edge of the back of the 

chair...leaning my head back a bit...fingers lifting and running back through my 

hair...eyes closed...feeling the music....lifting one leg...slowly gliding my bare toes up 

over the front of my leg ....fingers sliding down..caressing along the sides of my neck as 

my back arches slightly 

Al_dente_: hmm those legs.. and breasts rising as she arches her back.. 

D r a z: grins watching as trisha lets out all the tension to release her sensual self  

cptfire35: trish has me hypnotized 

trisha_29: breathing in deeply....eyes remaining closed....the very tips of my fingers 

trailing down...softly caressing over the swell of each breast ...a soft smile crossing my 

faces as i can feel my body reacting to my own delicate touch....letting a soft whimper 

escape from deep in my throat....biting down softly on my bottom lip 

FoolishHeart26: whispers to myself... trisha is not a lezbo..trisha is not... but gezzz.. i can't take my 

eyes off her sensual moves..  

Bee_passionately_blue: whispers to heart, she is a wonderful person and is sultry  

Al_dente_: nothing nicer than seeing a woman enjoying herself..... 

trisha_29: peeks an eye open and giggles at heart...my hands turning slowly to rub my 

palms over my breasts...the thin fabric of my tank top the only thing seperating skin on 

skin contact....stretching my fingers and giving them a slow hard squeeze...causing me to 

arch my back even more up from the chair 

D r a z:  grins watching trisha letting it all  go  

Al_dente_: sees the bumps forming in the top.. 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at bee and continues to watch Trisha as she magnificently seduces ones 

senses 

trisha_29: drops my hands from their tight grip on my breasts...sliding my hands to the 

arm of my chair...fingers wrapping around the arms and gripping tight as i snap my body 

up to sit up straight...legs bent and closed tightly....my head slowly rolling in a complete 

circle....long dark locks falling down over my face...grinning as i slowly...deliberatly push 



my long legs open wide....reaching down and dragging my nails up over the warm bare 

flesh of my legs 

Bee_passionately_blue: whispers, when around trisha one's senses seem to come alive. 

yes she is magnificent and so erotic with how she teases.  

D r a z: smiles watching  the sensuality   of the fingers on thighs  

trisha_29: smiles.....turning in my seat....lifing my long bare legs and resting them on the 

arm of the chair ....leaning back against the other arm of the chair....my head tilting to 

the side as i twirl a long lock of hair around my finger....softly singing along with the song 

 

 

kaitlyn m9 
 
kaitlyn m9: sways on the barstool to the new tune, snaps the fingers in beat with it 

D r a z:  smiles at kaitlyn   watches the beat invade her  

kaitlyn m9: stands, steps away from the barstool, starts to sway and spin around the 

barstool, fingers still snapping along 

D r a z:  watching those hips move to the beat   and   nods my head to the beat  

kaitlyn m9: spins slowly, backs against the barstool, sways in tune and gives the hair 

another toss, loosens a couple more buttons 

kaitlyn m9: takes another generous sip and steps further from the barstool, swaying and 

spinning, fingers snapping with the tune 

D r a z:   smiles ..... seeing  more cleavage   

kaitlyn m9: spins, steps away and steps back to the barstool, leans over and slowly rolls 

the hips 

D r a z: the soft fabric of the blouse seems to billow out exposing more of her breasts 

kaitlyn m9: runs the hand up and down the butt, continues with the sway, then raises 

and spins, sways again and lets the hair go flying 

D r a z:  grins as  I get the perfect view of the swinging breasts while otheres see the 

delicious butt sjaking 

kaitlyn m9: moves along the floor, again steps onto a stage and dances and moves to the 

new tune 

kaitlyn m9: snaps the fingers again, continues the sway and roll of the hips and a twirl 

left, then right 

D r a z: grins watching    the sway of hips and the  jiggle of breasts  

kaitlyn m9: struts toward the pole, grabs with both hands and starts a big roll of the hips 

kaitlyn m9: lowers, continues the sway, then slowly raises, hand following along the 

contour of my butt 

D r a z: smilesto see thesensualroll of the hips ..that promise so much  

kaitlyn m9: gives the butt a smack, smiles and turns away from the pole and continues 

the sway and spin and twirl 

D r a z:    feelsmy handsforming theshape of your butt  asi watch 

kaitlyn m9: does a two step, spins and moves back, spins again and continues with a roll 

of the hips 

D r a z: eyes on thesway of breastsand    theprovocative rol of hips 



kaitlyn m9: spins away and extends the arms up, sways and rolls, snaps off the butt each 

direction, then another slow roll to finish the tune 

D r a z:   smiles as  i watch the  hips and the billowing  blouse iopening to reveal full 

breasts 

kaitlyn m9: smiles and continues the shimmy, loosens one more button and lets the 

blouse slide from the shoulders 

D r a z:  growlsss as i see  the bare shoulders and the straining bra         

kaitlyn m9: spins left, rolls the hips, then sways in place, making sure the breasts are as 

visible as possible 

kaitlyn m9: peels the blouse off, lets it settle around the waist, the half cups of the bra 

straining to keep the breasts in place 

D r a z: admiring the full breasts   in all views as you move from full frontal  to profile and 

back  

kaitlyn m9: tosses the hair, spins and sways, moves back left and steps to the pole, grabs 

hold and raises and lowers with more than a seductive roll of the hips 

kaitlyn m9: slowly raising up and down, a hand upon the stockinged leg, moving under 

the skirt 

D r a z:  hands clenching as i  watch  the     hand  

kaitlyn m9: continues the mock ride, swaying and rolls before moving up and down  

D r a z: grining to see  you rock in and out   

kaitlyn m9: stands and backs to the pole, glides up and down, legs opening, stockings on 

display, then a glimpse of silken thigh 

kaitlyn m9: steps away, spins and continues the sway and roll, leans over, sways again, 

rolls the hips 

D r a z: smiles  as the white silken flesh becomes apparent and the thongabove  

kaitlyn m9: hands follow up the thighs, one continues up to the breasts, moving slowly 

over each, the other hand snakes under the skirt as the head falls back 

D r a z: sways in a rythmn    with  your moves  

kaitlyn m9: steps from the stage, moves to the bar, eyes locked on yours....pauses to 

sway and to move slowly, snapping off another roll of the hips 

D r a z: seeing  tefinger  tipspressing into  theexposwed flesh  

kaitlyn m9: keeps the eyes focused on you, a lick of the lips as the hands cup and squeeze 

my ample breasts 

D r a z:  grins asseeyou approach   eteson yourhipsand the  bigbreastsin yyourhands  

kaitlyn m9: tosses the hair, spins and twirls away, twirls back, rolls the hips and grabs a 

barstool, sways and moves, pauses 

D r a z: smilesas  waytch  the hipsand breasts  

kaitlyn m9: starts a deliberate sway of the hips to the new tune 

kaitlyn m9: moves to you, spins and backs against you, presses and grinds into you 

D r a z: grinsasi seethedeliberately sexual moves    asyou backinto me   

kaitlyn m9: sways and rolls again with the hips. once more grinding into your pelvis 

D r a z:   grinsto  feel thepressureof yourbody against with mine  ,,  

kaitlyn m9: tosses the hair again, lets the head fall back slightly, then steps away just a 

little, sways and moves  



kaitlyn m9: spins to face you, hand runs along your face, down your chest while I sway 

and keep the hips rolling 

D r a z:  smiles asi watch  you moveseductively    

kaitlyn m9: hand circles upon your chest, glides down your stomach, and moves lower, 

circling slowly 

D r a z:  fells yourfingers slidedown my chest  as   i feel yourhandmoving  

kaitlyn m9: presses and smiles. licks the lips, and lets my other hand glide on me 

D r a z:  grinswatching you slide your hands  as you dance  

kaitlyn m9: winks, steps away, continues with the sway and roll of the hips, steps onto 

the stage again 

Al_dente_: hmmm Kaitlyn 

kaitlyn m9: grabs the pole and rocks the hips, dips and sways and snaps off the hips 

while continuing the raising and lowering while holding the pole 

D r a z: winks at kaitlyn   as she  moves over the stage  

kaitlyn m9: spins back, gives Al a smile, spins and sways, slowly grinds with the beat, the 

occasional snap of the fingers 

Al_dente_: loves the grinding hips 

kaitlyn m9: steps and pauses.... 

D r a z:  smilesseeing  the generousbreastsas kaitlyn grinds to the pole  

kaitlyn m9: starts again, moves and spins, steps back and goes into a slow grind of the 

butt 

kaitlyn m9: grabs the pole again, rocks and rolls the hips, deliberate sways each direction 

D r a z:  grins watchig    the slow grind agains the pole  

kaitlyn m9: leans over, runs a hand up the skirt, then again the butt gets a smack 

Al_dente_: hmmm follows the hands... 

D r a z:  smiles seeing the firm but  quiver under the smack 

kaitlyn m9: tosses the hair, steps away and moves toward the edge, spins and leans, 

sways and wiggles the butt 

kaitlyn m9: breasts jiggling, about to spill from the cups of the bra 

D r a z:  eyes watching the  firm butt shake and thrust  to  the beat  

kaitlyn m9: stands, guides the hands over the breasts, gives each a squeeze, then spins, 

leans over and smacks the butt again, resumes the sway and roll 

Al_dente_: eyes on the breasts.. waiting for the spill ! 

D r a z: catches glimpses of nipple as the breasts jiggle  

Al_dente_: as she leans.....   nearly  ! 

kaitlyn m9: slides the straps down a little, a teasing look and a lick of the lips given 

D r a z: hugs hi trisha  

D r a z: grins as the bra slides seductively down the  arm  

kaitlyn m9: spins and continues the sway, the spin away, the spin back, grabs the pole 

and swings around it 

Al_dente_: hmmm straps hanging loosly 

kaitlyn m9: swings back the other direction, backs to the pole and glides against it, spins 

and hooks a leg to the pole, grinds into the pole and sways while raising and lowering on 

the pole 



D r a z: growls watching  the grinding hips  and the barely contained breasts on the pole  

kaitlyn m9: rests against the pole , glides up and down, rolling and swaying the body, a 

shimmy of the breasts as the bra is all but ready to tumble down 

kaitlyn m9: slows the sway, spins and rests against the pole, rocks the head to the new 

tune 

kaitlyn m9: steps away and continues the movement, spins and rocks and sways, raises 

and lowers 

D r a z:  watches the shimmying shoulders and the jiggle of breasts  as  the beat invades 

kaitlyn   

kaitlyn m9: spins again, moves left, spins back right, rocks the hips and gets the 

shoulders and head moving 

kaitlyn m9: twirls the hair, snaps it back and spins, leans to work the hips yet again 

Al_dente_: watches the hips rotate as the bra barely cotains the contents 

kaitlyn m9: backs to the pole, grabs again and sways and rocks at a rapid movement, 

butt shimmying, breasts jiggling 

D r a z: grins at kaitlyn as she  works the hips erotically  

kaitlyn m9: spins once more, grinds into pole and continues the sway, hands move up 

and down my body 

Al_dente_: follows the hands over the curves 

kaitlyn m9: a tug of the half cups gives a little more peek of my breasts, then turns and 

drops the straps completely, spins and sways and presses to the pole 

kaitlyn m9: swaying, moving up and down, side to side with an exaggerated roll of the 

hips 

D r a z:  watches the hands moveto the beat   ...............   as the full breasts come into 

view  

Al_dente_: soft breasts spilling out....... 

kaitlyn m9: spins and and lets the bra fall a little more, my breasts all but in full view 

Al_dente_: heh.. we can see more than she thinks....   hmmmm 

kaitlyn m9: slow gyration of the hips, while the hands run up and down my body 

D r a z: watches  the fullbreasts  move  barely contained as the hands move sinuously 

over the curves  

kaitlyn m9: spins again, hooks a leg around the pole, leans back, lets the bra slide where 

it may while the shoulders sway 

kaitlyn m9: holds and spins around the pole, raises and glides up and down against the 

pole, hand again sneaks under the skirt 

Al_dente_: wathes the lean.. while the bra slips further 

kaitlyn m9: the hem gets tugged up...a little more leg showing 

D r a z:  growls as kaitlyns bra  slides down      as the hand roam s along silken thighs  

kaitlyn m9: then stocking tops....the silken skin of my thighs 

Al_dente_: nice thigh.... 

kaitlyn m9: holds the hem and sway, raises and lowers quickly , giving a flash of the 

thong 

kaitlyn m9: spins, smiles and sways again, leans over and rolls the hips, snaps them off 

and gives the butt another smack 



kaitlyn m9: flips the skirt, gives another rolls of the hips 

kaitlyn m9: spins around, slowly moves, drops to the floor and pauses 

tigerzjill: hugs Draz  

Phedre: *hugs jill softly and kisses her braod beautiful lips*  

Al_dente_: admires Kaitlyn's breasts as she pauses... 

kaitlyn m9: spins around and rests back on the hands, extends a leg at an angle, and 

brings it back and extends it 

Al_dente_: nice leg...... 

Phedre: *huggles Steff on entry*  

kaitlyn m9: lies back, both legs extending to the ceiling, kicks, and works each leg, hand 

slides up and down stockings 

D r a z: grins at kaitlyn  as she moves to the new tune ,,,,the leg fliping out  provocatively  

Al_dente_: eyes the thong as she kicks 

kaitlyn m9: sits up, brings the legs up, hands again moving over each leg 

kaitlyn m9: rests back, spreads the legs slightly, lifts the hips and braces my body on my 

elbows and arms while rocking with the hips 

D r a z:    smiles as the hips rock up and down  

kaitlyn m9: spins around, gets to the knees, holds the skirt in hand and raises. keeps the 

skirt raised while swaying in place 

Al_dente_: follows the gyrating hips.. while watching the giggling breasts 

D r a z: gets a great view of the  perfect  butt cheeks   

kaitlyn m9: rises, spins and moves again, gliding along, reaching again for the pole, holds 

it while swaying and rolling 

kaitlyn m9: spins and rests to the pole....pauses, smiles and then steps away 

D r a z: grins as  kaitlyn steps  and sways to the beat   

kaitlyn m9: barely moves to the new tune, shuffles the feet along, the finger tips again 

tug the skirt, showing much more leg and a quick glimpse of the thong 

kaitlyn m9: shoulders move slowly, head bobs, hands run through the hair, down to 

caress and to squeeze my breasts. 

Al_dente_: breasts hanging beautifully with the slow movements 

kaitlyn m9: the mouth opens to that glossed O shape, the head continues to move as the 

hands glide lower 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Kaitlyn as she danced so sexily slow 

D r a z: smiles as we get quick glimpses of the throngs    and the rise and fall of generous 

breasts  

kaitlyn m9: one hand again glides over the hips, the other hand sneaks under the skirt 

kaitlyn m9: turns and continues the slow sway, leans over to let a hand glide up the leg, 

my butt.....but this time no little smack 

kaitlyn m9: takes a chair, sets, brings one leg up and then extends it at a 45 degree angle 

kaitlyn m9: hands run up and down the leg, back up my body, then over the leg 

D r a z: smiles as we watch more and more leg showing 

kaitlyn m9: the skirt gets tugged higher and higher, then it rests upon my lap 

kaitlyn m9: the sway continues while sitting , the head moves as well 

D r a z:  watching kaitlyns  hips sway ,,,,,,,,,and the jiggle of  the breasts  



kaitlyn m9: stands, grabs the chair and rolls again the hips, a deliberate snap each 

direction 

D r a z: smiles watcing the   hips .......  

D r a z: looks over at  the stage ,,,  and wipes the bar  

kaitlyn m9: My apologies, but I have to leave, sorry I cant finish what I started 

 

FoolishHeart26 Belly dance 
 
D r a z:  heres hearts out fit :   http://www.ladyanns.com/hearts_belly.jpg 

natalie_uk_2: oh yummy  

FoolishHeart26: glides back around the room wearing an exotic shoulder piece top and 

tear away mini skirt   

natalie_uk_2: lixxxxxxx  

scarlett2angel: sits back ..smiles and watchs the belly dancer 

websterace3: Looks at  Hearts outfit wow 

FoolishHeart26: my round dark brown eyes narrows as I walk in the semi darkened room. 

Looking at the formations of shadows from the crowd 

websterace3: Walks to the bar to get my ice 

Ivan_Skavinsky: WOW, Heart.  I've never seen you dressed like this before. 

D r a z: grins watching heart dance to the exotic  tunes  

FoolishHeart26: struts swaying my hips.. slowly ascending the stairs to the stage.. 

looking over my shoulder... winks at you all.. smiles 

websterace3: Wooo hoooooo 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Totally enthralled by the image. 

websterace3: Claps 

FoolishHeart26: heartbeat races as the spotlight hits my direction.. bites my bottom lip .. 

takes a deep breath and starts moving my hips in rhythm to the sensual beat 

websterace3: Walks back to my booth 

websterace3: Winks at Scarlett 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Follows the direction of the spotlight. 

FoolishHeart26: spreading my legs slightly.. hips moving in circles slowly..  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Slowly and sensually. 

websterace3: Watches Hearts hips mmmmmm 

FoolishHeart26: crossing my hands in my shoulders.. running down to my arms..  holding 

them together to my chest.. lightly brushing my breasts.. 

scarlett2angel: dont make me ball gag you webster.......... 

websterace3: Bangs against my booth  

scarlett2angel: winks and sits next to you 

websterace3: Smiles at Scarlett 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Gazes in admiration.  It's a side of Heart that I haven't seen before. 

FoolishHeart26: sliding hands down to my taut tummy .. to the sides and to my swaying 

hips.. 

D r a z:  smiles watching  the  swaying hips  



FoolishHeart26: my body smoothly waving in time with the music..as my hands running 

back up again... teasing my own delicate skin 

websterace3: I might need to be tied down to keep from falling over 

scarlett2angel: pushs web against the wall shhh and watch 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Watches Heart and feels a tingle all over. 

websterace3: Let's my hand brush against Scarlett arm 

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. involuntarily closing my eyes and lets out a soft moan as I cup 

the fullness of my proud breasts 

D r a z: smiles watching the exotic and sensual moves   

Ivan_Skavinsky: And erotic. 

FoolishHeart26: and up my hands caresses my neck.. to my cheeks.. slowly opening my 

eyes as I trail my fingers through my  long wavy raven hair.. winks at Ivan and Draz 

websterace3: Feels Scarletts hot body close to me 

D r a z: winks at heart  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Winks back at Heart.  You dance so well. 

scarlett2angel: wiggles back ..pins webster an smiles at heart 

FoolishHeart26: smiling at the crowd as I raise my hands in the air..  waving them above 

my head and down sidewards...erotically swaying my hips 

websterace3: Mmmmmmmmmm looks over Scarletts shoulder at Heart danceing mmmmm 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Enjoys watching the rhythmic swaying. 

websterace3: As all my ice melts 

FoolishHeart26: turning my back.. smiles at Scarlett sweetly.. shimmies my shoulders 

softly .. and bends backward down.. stretching my body slowly till my hair touches the 

floor 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It's one sensual image after another. 

scarlett2angel: winks at the sexy dancer as she keeps all the mens eyes on her 

websterace3: Ohhh my mmmmmmmmmm 

FoolishHeart26: running my hands sensually from my thighs..to my tummy... to the valley 

of my breasts (as my tribal top eases up, enough for the crowd to see the lower part of 

my perkyy breasts ) ..and to the floor.. pushing myself up and sways 

websterace3: Eyes wide open 

Ivan_Skavinsky: WOW. Heart you certainly have an effect. 

D r a z: smiles as we all catch a glimpse of the hidden curves  

FoolishHeart26: turning around..facing the crowd again.. smiling...spreading my arms 

one sideward the other above my head.... swaying my hips to the right.. to the left and 

back and forth 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Really entraced by Heart now, following every move. 

D r a z:  watches the  rythmn of the music runs through hearts swaying body  

websterace3: Ohhhh yea as I watch Hear from behind Scarlett 

FoolishHeart26: grabs the pole.. grinding my back slowly up and down.. wrapping a leg 

around the pole  and swings my body slowly around 

websterace3: Feeling the heat raiseing in the room 

websterace3: Woooo jooooo 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Contemplates what it would be like to be a ppole. 



FoolishHeart26: slinky dropping my body to the floor in a sideway sitting position..  arms 

and fingers gripping the pole and lets go.... turning my head on the crowd.. smiling 

Ivan_Skavinsky: pole* 

FoolishHeart26: stretching my legs outward..facing the crowd.. spreading them and 

presses quickly back together to hide the uncovered gate of pleasure underneath my 

skirt.. bending the knees  as I run my hands under my tribal top 

D r a z: smilesback at the sensationalheart as she captivates us all  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Heart's dancing supurbly and seductively. 

andrea_33: superbly, sensously, and simply sexy 

FoolishHeart26: waves a hand hello gesture to Andrea.. then smoothly sliding the fabric 

off my head.. tossing it aside....  bending forward.. pressing my breasts to my knees.. 

concealing my breasts from the peering eyes from the crowd.. 

D r a z: smiles watching  heart   

FoolishHeart26: Reaching out for my toes...hands running up.. caressing my ankles.. 

slowly up to my legs and to the outer sides of my thighs...  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Conscious I ought to have gone but can't tear myself away. 

FoolishHeart26: hands glide to my left hip.. undoing the hook of my skirt and lets it fall in 

my sides of the floor 

websterace3: Wooooo hooooo 

FoolishHeart26: takes a long deep breath and glides my body up in a swift motion.. 

D r a z: smiles as the skirt drapes out on the floor  

websterace3: Ohhhhhh wow 

FoolishHeart26: standing erectly.. my hands on my hips.. my entire body glistening with 

sweat.  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Admires Heart's stunning figure. 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at the crowd one last time and snap my fingers turning the 

spotlight off and conceal my fully exposed naked body in the dark 

D r a z:  stands and applaud s loudly  

andrea_33: heart is so gorgeous 

scarlett2angel: whistlessss ...smiles at Heart and keeps webster in line  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Applauds loudly too.  That was fantastic, Heart. 

scarlett2angel: cheers more ..more moore 

websterace3: Claps for Heart 

websterace3: Cheers 

FoolishHeart26: glides carefully and gahers my clothes and struts  down the stage  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Encore. 

andrea_33: claps loudly at the fine performance 

websterace3: Puts a hundred dollars on the bar drinks for all the ladied 

Ivan_Skavinsky: It was excellent. 

D r a z: perfect   heart 

websterace3: Very lovely Heart 

Ivan_Skavinsky: And artistic. 

FoolishHeart26: covering my nakedness as the room is still dark...waves to the crowd .. 

thank you and strides to the changing room 



D r a z:  smiles brings over an ice bucket with a bottle of Dom Perignon ... and pours a 

champagne flutes full and hands over to andrea with a napkin and a LAB coaster  *winks 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Tries to disorientate Heart so she comes in my direction. 

D r a z: laffs 

D r a z: lights in her eyes  seem to be doing that  

FoolishHeart26: giggles at Ivan as I walk back in the room with my black mini dress 

andrea_33: is room frozen? 

FoolishHeart26: thank you everyone.. smiles 

D r a z: you deserved it  heart 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Looking as gorgeous as ever, Heart.  That was fantastic. 

Steffanie: fine performance, Heart 

andrea_33: super  heart , really fine  

 

 

Kelleen 
 
Kelleen: smiles struting to the bar to the song  

Kelleen: rolling my hips mouthing the words hair flying  

Gabriela92: Do you have a personal experience that relates to this song, Kelleen? 

Kelleen: leaning to the bar smile over my shouldermoving my hips to the beat 

Kelleen: lol no but a country girl so don't piss me off and love her songs 

Gabriela92: lol, OK. 

Kelleen: it is ok to dance smiles? 

Gabriela92: I always thought if some guy really pissed me off, I wouldn't get violent, I'd 

probably hack his identity and destroy him with cyberwarfare; LOL 

Kelleen: smiles wiggles in my jeans agaon 

Kelleen: smiles waving to everyone coming in 

Bee_passionately_blue: I tilt my head admiring the beautiful ass in those form fitting 

jeans  

Kelleen: smiles tossing my hair moving to the beat 

Bee_passionately_blue: admires her taunting moves as she finds the beat and stirs the 

sultry beat in my pulse  

Kelleen: i am no gabbi but not bad smiles 

Kelleen: smiles going beind the bar getting a water smile looking out at the group 

Gabriela92: Stop it, Kelleen!!! You're very sexy and sensuous in your own right! 

Kelleen: winks thankies gabbi 

Bee_passionately_blue: I smile, you get your compliments - but I can undesrtand your 

desire for gabi to turn you on and dance with you  

Kelleen: smiles resting the bottle water on my neck whew warm in here 

Kelleen: or that might just be Zoe's eyes heating the place up 

Bee_passionately_blue: admires as the condensation of the bottle as it presses into your 

skin  

Kelleen: hand over my head fist pumping  

Kelleen: tossing my hips and hair behind the bar 



Gabriela92: nodding my head vigorously to the beat, watching Kelleen heat up. 

Kelleen: moving the botle around my neck then my chest 

Kelleen: arching my chest swaying my hips hair tossing around  

cptfire35: omg 

Gabriela92: wooo, hoooo, Kelleen!!!1 

Kelleen: smiles opening the bottle looking around dare i smiles 

Kelleen: tirling it a little smiles 

Gabriela92: winks at Kelleen.... everything's better a little wet! 

Kelleen: smiles tilting it more as it pours over my white tshir arcing my chest out 

Bee_passionately_blue: some things are better a lot wet  

cptfire35: hoping she is wet 

Kelleen: tossing the bottle arching my chest cleary not wearing a bra the shirt tight as my 

hips move hand sliding up and down my sides 

Gabriela92: shudders and takes a deep, gasping breath at the sight. 

cptfire35: a room of shudderers 

Kelleen: strutting around the bar smiles leans kisses gabbis cheek 

Kelleen: skipping around hands in hair body bouncing  

greygriffin20: woohoo 

Bee_passionately_blue: amazing how songs fit the moment  

Kelleen: stops gripping the back of chair bending waving my butt to the beat then 

reaching back giving it a spank 

Bee_passionately_blue: hearing the spank match the beat of the song - and stares as the 

beauty ofyour ass tantalizes my senses  

Kelleen: then skiping around teh chair more singing lets roll 

cptfire35: the shy southern belle..oh my 

Kelleen: smiles turning then doancing like and egyptin 

cptfire35: bangle me baby 

Kelleen: then skipping around the room kissing cheeks tusseling hair  

greygriffin20:    

Gabriela92: lol, Fire. 

Bee_passionately_blue: hi heart, good mornign to you. Hugs you affectionally  

Kelleen: looks at all the bad hair styles i made giggles  

Gabriela92: shakes my head, making my hair even messier. 

Kelleen: moving slow then sitting on the edge of the stage my wet tshirt clings as i mess 

my hair up to the slow song  

CollarMaster: you can hang the t-shirt on those nips Kell.... 

Kelleen: pulling it up just below my breast arcing rolling my tummy to the beat  

Bee_passionately_blue: kelleen, you are a fantasy.  

Kelleen: smiles sldiing laying on the stage 

FoolishHeart26: smiles and admires Kellen's sexiness 

Kelleen: roles on my side slapping my not drunk ass 

Kelleen: crawling over on all fours to the poll then slding up it  

Kelleen: skipping around it  



Bee_passionately_blue: admires the way she flaunts her sexiness and flows in that 

natural brazen feminine way  

Kelleen: as the song closes i unbotten my jeans tugging then down slowwwww 

FoolishHeart26: settles in my little comfy corner and watch Kellen dance 

Gabriela92: watches the smooth curves slipping out of the jeans... mmmmm 

Kelleen: swaying hips to the slow beat, as the jeans slide down showing white cotten 

panties 

Bee_passionately_blue: shivers at the contours of your skin are revealed and I bite my 

lower lip amazed  

FoolishHeart26: ohh so slowww..  

Kelleen: smiles pullingthem off tossing them to gabbi moving faster, gabbie be a dear get 

me another water  

Kelleen: then taking the pole spining around it  

Gabriela92: loves how the stark shadows of her wrists and hands fall across those 

buns.... 

Gabriela92: goes behind the bar and pulls another bottled water out of the cooler, 

loosening and then refastening the cap before tossing it to Kelleen on the stage. 

Kelleen: catching it smiles thanks love holding it runnning it over my exposed tummy  

Gabriela92: grins, recalling other episodes involving bottles and bare skin. 

Bee_passionately_blue: My eyes tranverse those muscles as the cool plastic tease the 

skin of your abs  

Kelleen: turning my back to the room opening letting some trickle down my back over the 

panties 

Gabriela92: sees the fabric dampening, clinging to the skin, and darkening to show the 

contours even more prominently... 

Kelleen: rolling my ass  

Bee_passionately_blue: the action so symbolic of you getting wet, I lick wanting to taste 

wondering small intimate details  

Kelleen: turning as i set the water down arcing my tummy rolling up to my breasts  

Kelleen: pulling the thsirt up expose the base of my lil breasts  

Kelleen: then off tossing it to the floor rolling my finger over my wet breast swaying my 

hips 

Gabriela92: scans slowly up and down Kelleen's bare torso.... lovely. 

Kelleen: moving to the front of the stage opeing thebottle again holding it over my 

tummy shaking it a litle waiting for the room to react 

Kelleen: tirling the bottle letting it flow over the front ot the panties 

Kelleen: rolling my hips 

Gabriela92: wondering if the guys are catching the symbolism of the shaking bottle.. hee, 

hee. 

cptfire35: lol 

Kelleen: the water over the panties they wetten and cling  

cptfire35: we are the ones shakin 

Gabriela92: gasps as the wettening of the front of the panties makes them blend directly 

into Kelleen's most intimate contours. 



Kelleen: setting it down still opening swaying my hips tugging the panties one side then 

the other  

Kelleen: turning my back pulling them down they wet rolling leaveing water on my skin 

Kelleen: tossing the panties nakie now spinning on the poll skiing aorund it  

Kelleen: hair flying  hooking my arms as lean and spin 

Gabriela92: watches the totally nude, beautiful, sexy girl dancing on the stage, using the 

pole as her partner. 

Kelleen: moving with force the tother arm hooking it the poll wiggles as turn spinning the 

other way hair flying  

Bee_passionately_blue: I exhale finally breathing again, the playfulness and beauty of 

who you are soaking into my consciousness  

Kelleen: before letting go of the poll my tongue out flicking my tongue on it  

Kelleen: then struting back and forth on the stage hand in hair waying hips breast 

bouncing  

Gabriela92: and every other pole in the room gets jealous, but also gets hot ideas; LOL 

Bee_passionately_blue: she is an hot idea that seems to smolder with sensual erotic heat  

Kelleen: hand out of my hair over my breast and hips slding back up shimming shaking  

to the beat pinches my nipple making an O face  

Kelleen: then strutting more ass boobs bouncing  

Kelleen: rolling hy hips playing air gartar 

Bee_passionately_blue: pushes fingers into my pocket and stares at her O face - and 

grins  

Kelleen: head boucning side to side thrusting my hips forward and back 

Gabriela92: woo, hoo!! rock and ride it, Kelleen! 

Kelleen: then pretenting to play drums hainds flying in the air boobs bounce 

Kelleen: then skippping around hands in my hair tossign it agout going to the poll 

gripping swing around  

cptfire35: air guitar never lookef so good 

Bee_passionately_blue: air drums makes me think of finding a beat - and playing that 

beat till the impact is all erotic like  

Kelleen: giggles at the timing of the song  

Kelleen: doing a line dance moves myself  

cptfire35: perfect climax song 

tigerzjill: smiles at the song looking around  

Kelleen: using my hand covering and uncovering my parts  

cptfire35: hands up 

Gabriela92: follows Kelleen's eyes, glancing from one naughty, nasty boy to the next. 

cptfire35: under arrest 

Kelleen: making the no no motion with my finger giggles 

Kelleen: moving back to the poll swaying around it slowly 

tigerzjill: grins looking at all the naughtiness in the room  

Bee_passionately_blue: licks my lower lip as the no no motion tantilizes me further  

Gabriela92: I'd wiggle my finger, too, but might moan out loud watching Kelleen if I did. 



Kelleen: as the song ends bring the water to my lips like to drink but tilting it back as it 

flower out my mouth down my body in a wet river  

Gabriela92: wow, Kelleen... 

Kelleen: smiles taking a robe gather the cap walking to the bar 

tigerzjill: WOW  

tigerzjill: sorry I came in the middle of that one...but WOW Kelleen!  

Gabriela92: jumps to my feet and applauds wildly 

Bee_passionately_blue: The water flowing down her in a way that reminds me of 

something and I gasp.  

Kelleen: going to the pool getting a towel drying my legs at the bar  

Bee_passionately_blue: wolf whistles, such an erotic show kelleen - ty  

tigerzjill: smiling so big clapping for kelleen's performance  

Kelleen: smiles bowing to everyone  

Bee_passionately_blue: stares still at how you are teasing with you body in that robe  

Bee_passionately_blue: you are such an erotic and sensual woman kelleen, ty  

Kelleen: thank you bee 

Kelleen: whew that takes a lot out of you resting in my chiar  

Bee_passionately_blue: gets you another water from the bar and pays with a $20, and 

leaving a $100 for you kelleen because, wow that was hot  

Bee_passionately_blue: hi morgan  

Kelleen: ahh thankies bee kisses his cheek 

morgan sue: hi Bee 

Bee_passionately_blue: welcome  

hdroadking296: hi morgan  

Kelleen: howdy morgan you just missed my dance giggles 

 

Gabriela92: Kelleen has a costume for the evening to share:  

http://www.3wishes.com/sexy-costumes/school-girl-costumes/study-partner/ 

Kelleen: giggles smmiles 

Al_dente_: lol.. nice Kelleen... 

hdroadking296: very nice Kelleen 

FoolishHeart26: hi again Garett hugs 

Kelleen: thankies kind of waiting for a fast song smiles 

garrett523: *looks over to kelleen...* very nice... though I do not think I would be able to 

get any studying done with you as my studdy buddy 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm..nice one Kellen.. smiles 

Gabriela92: good deal, Draz... I was going to save it if you'd had any gaps. 

D r a z: huggggggggs Kelllen ,,,,,phew thats a hot outfit  

Gabriela92: points to the stacked cases in the corner... no problem, Kelleen. 

garrett523: lol heart... hello there by the way *hugs* 

Kelleen: jumps up moving swaying  

Kelleen: the skirt moving sdie to side  

D r a z:  smiles seeing the littlethong underneath the skirt 



Kelleen: strutting a little in the little socks and sadle shoes  

sexykay39: smiles seeing kelleen move like that................mmmmmm very nice 

Kelleen: walking to one of the cages making a cirle around it swaying my hips finger 

toucing the bars 

Kelleen: puts on my glasses smiles turning leaning my back to the cage swaying my hips 

FoolishHeart26: tilts my head and discreetly peeks under Kellen's skirt..mmm 

D r a z: song for kelleen 

Kelleen: dropping the note book on a table dacning swaying one more time around the 

cage 

paveduck: woohoo kelleen!  

hdroadking296: hi kenny 

D r a z: kelleen's outfit :  http://www.3wishes.com/sexy-costumes/school-girl-

costumes/study-partner/ 

Kelleen: getting the the door opeing it looking over my shoulder all shy covering my 

mouth like should i? 

paveduck: trish the dish! hugs  

Al_dente_: eyes on Kelleen as her sexy body sways..... 

Kelleen: slowly up one step then the other the skirt riding up 

Kelleen: closing the door behind me turning all scared pounding the bars a couple of time 

to get out  

Kelleen: then say "oh well" smiles doing a little skip aroound the inside of the cage 

Gabriela92: watches Kelleen's campy pantomime as she enters the cage. 

Kelleen: swaying my hips my breast bouncing in the tight lil top 

paveduck: now why couldn't i have had a study partner like her?  

hdroadking296: kicks back and watches kelleen 

Al_dente_: eyes follow the curves in the cage 

Kelleen: pulls the lolly pop from my top opening flicking the wrapper licking it smiles 

Gabriela92: because you wanted to graduate, Duck 

paveduck: details details  

Kelleen: tongue sliding around tasting the flavore of the night cherry 

sexykay39: lmao gabi 

trisha_29: hops up and sits on my spot on the bar...swinging my legs around with the 

music watching 

Kelleen: leaving it in my lips hand running up and down my body swaying my hips 

Al_dente_: hmmm those hands are having fun.... 

Kelleen: then just waying my hips looking over the top of the glasses smiles the loly in 

my mouth pointing to everyone hand bouncing to the beat  

D r a z:  smiles watching  kelleen as she  rocks those hips   .......to the beat ,.,.,.,. sexy  in 

her school outfit  

Kelleen: then turning bending the skirt high showing the thong my ass rolling the hipps 

to the beat  

Gabriela92: rests my chin on my thumb, drumming my lips with my fingertips as I watch 

Kelleen... wonders if I can find a sexy teacher costume online to educate that student in 

the cage.... 



greygriffin20: hehe 

Al_dente_: flashes of.. well.. something underneath the skirt.... 

sexykay39: sashays over by grey....and ask nicely if i may join you and watch the lovely 

kelleen  

greygriffin20: of course 

Kelleen: then hopping turming in the air shaking all over  

sexykay39: smiles softly and sits next to grey..........thank you very much.... 

paveduck: if you do gabi, then i'll have to ask, 'why couldn't i have had a teacher like 

that?'  

Kelleen: singing long live rock and rool 

Kelleen: roll 

greygriffin20: your welcome 

Kelleen: griping two bars feet back arcing in wave into them  

sexykay39: again ducky so you could graduate lol...and the teacher didnt get 5-10 

lmao.... 

Kelleen: chest then tummy hops back up head swing 

Kelleen: letting go turing recahing over my head doing he same my ass and back thighs 

roling to and from the bars  

Al_dente_: adjusts slightly watching kelleen  dancing.... 

Kelleen: smels turing the stick of the lolly moving side in my lips taking off my glasses 

tossing them to kay 

sexykay39: catching her glasses.....smiles to her......... 

garrett523: *wanders back to his seat at the bar* 

Kelleen: doing a little sweet skip dance again looking all shy 

paveduck: almost falls for the shy act  

D r a z: smiles watching kellen ,,,,,,,,you dont fool me lady  

Kelleen: fingers tracing the lolly stick as i do 

sexykay39: oh my sweet girl you are doing a great shy act.............dont stop............... 

sexykay39: giggles softly 

Gabriela92: Ready to give Kelleen a lesson she won't forget >>> https://s-media-cache-

ak0.pinimg.com/236x/b9/b4/8b/b9b48bf5d0cc18fa0e39d778c5568207.jpg 

Al_dente_: sheesh.. that top is under severe strain there..... 

greygriffin20:    

hdroadking296: nice nets 

Kelleen: doing my little dance again reacing back flipiing the skirt up showing my ass 

paveduck: wow gabi!  

sexykay39: wooohooo  

Al_dente_: heh Gabi.... 

D r a z: laffsgabri 

paveduck: i don't know what i'd have learned, but at least my attention would have been 

at the front of the classroom  

Kelleen: eyes turn sultry as i tug the tie on my top so so very slow the knot opeing int  

sexykay39: snuggles up against grey............smiles watching kelleen cute lil ass...... 



Kelleen: watching the eyes as it finaly opens but i catch it covering my breasts  

D r a z:  kelleen's  out fit >> http://www.3wishes.com/sexy-costumes/school-girl-

costumes/study-partner/ 

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: ohhh my 

sexykay39: smiles watching as her breast are barely covered ........... mmmmmm 

paveduck: eyes wide open  

Kelleen: then swaying my hips more more more as the top flys in the air  

Al_dente_: woo hoo! 

Kelleen: my breasts exposed as i smile then poping the lolly out licking it  

Kelleen: it wet sticking i smile looking at it turning it in my fingers  

garrett523: very nice kelleen... *claps* 

sexykay39: such lovely ample breast...... 

Kelleen: smiles takign it and gluiding it aroond my breasts then over hte nipples swaying 

my hips then licking it slow 

FoolishHeart26: oh my..  

Kelleen: a hint of red shimmer on them 

paveduck: looks so yummy  

Kelleen: popping it back in my mouth psuhing my breast on each side ofa  bar slding up 

and down 

Kelleen: moving my head from opeing to opening peeking  

kelli-: smiles .. nice moves 

Al_dente_: eyes following those curves........ 

Kelleen: stadning turning gripping the bar above my head agains rolling my back and hips 

ass into ti over and over up and down 

Kelleen: turning facst the lolly slding over my neck down my clevage leavine ad little trail 

then popping it back in my mouth gripping the bar rolling my chest gain letting go 

jumping arching my cheat back to the new song  

Kelleen: rolling back to my feet looking at the eyes as i tug at the skirt 

Kelleen: moving the stive side to side in my mouth 

Al_dente_: watches the swaying breasts.... 

D r a z: watching   keellen ,,,,,,singing  ,,,,,,,,,looking so much cuter with something your 

mouth  

kelli-: giggles 

Kelleen: ripping the skirt off in one fast motion the sound of it ripping filling the cage 

D r a z: whistles  

greygriffin20: oh dear 

paveduck: cute isn't the word i was thinking  

Al_dente_: yikes! 

kelli-: what was the word duckie? 

Kelleen: tossing it to the bar hands in my hair curving up and down to my kness back up 

then down 

paveduck: sexy, seductive, provacative, enticing ... anything along those lines  

kelli-: mm hmmm 



Kelleen: then knelling arcing back slding the lolly over my streached out tongue 

sexykay39: mmm moves against grey...............mmmm such a lovely vision you are 

kelleen............ 

Kelleen: holding it up flicking my tognue on it  

Kelleen: standing sucking it back in dancing wild boobs shaking hands in hair  

kelli-: mmmm flicking .. sucking .. damn girl 

Kelleen: watching draz seeing if he gets the pipes out 

garrett523: very talented kelleen... *whistles* 

kelli-: I might clean out his pipes later LMAO 

greygriffin20: hehe 

Kelleen: hair a totla mess truing my side to the room thrusting my hip out the claps of the 

thong shimmer in the light  

Al_dente_: eyes following the gyrating body.. 

Kelleen: takign a finger calling kelli over pointing to the clasp 

Kelleen: pushing the hip between two bars  

kelli-: crawls up onto the bar and skips over to Kel 

paveduck: hmmm kell-squared!  

D r a z: smiles watching kelli  move to help  kelleen  as i sway in my kilt palying the pipes  

Kelleen: when she gets there i offer her a tast of the lolly 

Al_dente_: moves in my chair to adjust the pipe. 

kelli-: hand between the bars..gets the clasp .. one finger under and one on either side, 

pressing it together .. popping it open 

Kelleen: sweat running down my chest in little candy colored streams  

FoolishHeart26: shifts in my seat and getting more excited as I watch the gorgeous duo... mmmm.. 

this is going to be more titillating....  

Kelleen: thankies smiles taking the lolly back sucking dancing wild my body nakies 

kelli-: pops the pop in my mouth and suckes it .. lickes it and slides a stripe between Kels 

breasts  

paveduck: both brain cells go into overdrive watching kelleen  

kelli-: back to Kel 

Kelleen: smiles holding the bars like in jail pushing to get out  

Kelleen: head moving side to sdie  

kelli-: steps back and sits Indian style on the stage .. watching 

Al_dente_: hmmmm admires the beautifull Kelleen ... 

Kelleen: taking the lolly back moving slow letting it trace my boobs tummy alongmy hips 

then turning sucking it shaking my finger at the guys 

Kelleen: daing around the gage making eyes contact poiting to each person 

D r a z:  winks up at kelleen  

Al_dente_: smiles 

garrett523: *smiles to her when he has her eyes* 

Kelleen: kicking the thong out  

Kelleen: shaking my hips bedning my breasth hang as i cup them 

Kelleen: then one hand taking the lolly slding it in and out my mouth 



Kelleen: turing arcing my hips out shaking my butt then the lolly runs up and down each 

cheek 

D r a z: cheeky madame ,,,,,,laffs 

sexykay39: smiles watchign that lolly and thinking hmmmmm if that was something 

else.......giggles 

Kelleen: turnint putting back in my mouth staind straignt rubbing it down my tummy 

over my you know wear then slowly back up licking it with a long tongue  

sexykay39: lol Sir..... 

Kelleen: popps it in my mouth opens the door getting a robe smiles going to the bar  

garrett523: very nicely done kelleen 

garrett523: *claps and whistles* 

Kelleen: looking at the skirt wow i trashed it giggles 

Al_dente_: stand to applaud... 

sexykay39: applauds the lovely lovely kelleen...........very well done my sweet girl........... 

greygriffin20:    

Al_dente_: quickly sits and continues clapping 

D r a z: woo hoo ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.wel done  kelleen .........stands and applauds  

Kelleen: smiles turning waving to everyone thank you 

hdroadking296: nice dance kelleen 

paveduck: woohoo kelleen!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  

Al_dente_: woo hoo! Kelleen... ... 

Kelleen: smiles tossing the wet stick in the trash good time giggles 

kelli-: grinning ear to ear  

FoolishHeart26: clapsss loudly at Kellen's great performance... you're sooo good Kellen..!  

Kelleen: thank you all i closed my eyes, i feel so safe here and thank you for giving me a 

place to be like that  

Kelleen: smiles 

kelli-: goes back to my seat .. fanning myself .. it's warm in here 

sexykay39: you are always safe my sweet girl.............and thank you for sharing a part of 

you with us............. 

kelli-: Kel... that's one of the greatest things about LAB.. we are safe ...  

Kelleen: yes kelli i am learning that  

D r a z: you sure are  ,,,,,,, 

 

Kelleen: pushes the door open walking out swaying my hips 

Kelleen: tipping my hat as i pass people  

Bee_passionately_blue: stares at the lady in blue  

D r a z: watches as kelleemn  walks back in in http://www.3wishes.com/sexy-

costumes/cowgirl-indian-costumes/sexy-rhinestone-cowgirl/ 

greygriffin20:    

cptfire35: great outfit kell 

Kelleen: walking past the bar runnning finger up and down necks working to the stage  



Kelleen: working up the stairs swaying my hips strutting form one end to the other  

Bee_passionately_blue: I exhale and stare, openly admiring the cowgirl.  

flash2300: nice outfits  

FoolishHeart26: settles back in..  

greygriffin20: welcome back heart 

Kelleen: turning bending over rolling my hips then back up smiles over my shoulder 

tipping my hat 

Bee_passionately_blue: welcome heart, smiles  

Al_dente_: Love the outfit Kelleen.. 

Kelleen: strutting to to the poll swing around it in my boots the little skirt flowign out  

D r a z: grins watching the cowgirl  as she   dances in  the cvowgirl oput fit  

Kelleen: butt to the room lifting rolling my butt holding the pool to the tune 

Kelleen: then turning opeing my stocking covered legs sliding my back up and down it  

D r a z:  winks watching kelleens swing round the pole  

Kelleen: keeping the hat one tossing the vest out then strutting running my hands up and 

down my tummy over my top  then turning smiles 

greygriffin20: enjoys the show 

Kelleen: swaying slow to the beat reaching back untieing the top lower tie it hangs from 

my neck 

cptfire35: you go kell 

Bee_passionately_blue: coming to the stage and sitting in the front row. Eyes watching 

her  

Kelleen: going to the poll agian spinning around  

Al_dente_: loves watching those hands slide over the skin... 

D r a z: grins watching as the  top comes loose  

Kelleen: turning spinning the other way then struting around the stage edge swaying my 

hips 

D r a z: winks at keleen ...looking at the guys wondering who she  will choose to take 

upstairs at the end of the dance  

Kelleen: reaching up untieing the top knot and just letting the little top slide off as walk 

to the edge then turning getting on hands and knees crawling to the poll 

kelli-: not cpt.. he can't stay on line long enough .. giggles .. echo echo echo 

Kelleen: smiles turing topleess stepping hard to the tune 

redtail777: Ride a cowboy 

Al_dente_: loves the hanging breasts as she crawls 

Kelleen: swaying my hand over my head like riding  

greygriffin20: woohoo 

Bee_passionately_blue: my eyes stare at you as you crawl and I catch my breath as you 

ride it  

Kelleen: then comes down slaps my ass as i work my thumbs into the shorts tugging 

them  

D r a z: watching kelleen as she struts looking fora cowboy  to ride  

Kelleen: smiles going to the edge of the stage pullling down the shorts tossing them to 

grey then calling him over with my finger  



Al_dente_: hmm ain't much to those shorts.... 

Kelleen: turing shaking my ass to the beat leaning back cupping my breast making an O 

face  

Bee_passionately_blue: wohoo!! clapping for kelleen and for gg  

greygriffin20: *ctaches the folding them nicely as i move over twards her* 

Kelleen: smiles taking them smile holding them then dropping them in his lap dropping to 

my knees slinking to him running my chest over his 

Kelleen: running my finger through his hair rolling in an S infront of him 

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip as i watch with a smile* 

Kelleen: sings the word hmm eeh hawww 

D r a z: we all got a hill billy bone  now 

Al_dente_: thinks gg might have trouble walking right now.... 

Kelleen: then strutting in just mt stockings and boots tossing GG the hat spinning on the 

poll 

Bee_passionately_blue: leaves a hundred in the tip jar for the dancer  

greygriffin20: hehe talk about southern hospitality 

Kelleen: truing slding my back up and down the poll opening closing my legs rugging my 

fiingers up and down the stockings snapping the garter smiels at draz 

FoolishHeart26: smiles as I enjoy watching Kellen tease grey..  

D r a z: winks at  kelleen  

Kelleen: smile strutting over to GG sliding to his lap running my fingers over his head  

Bee_passionately_blue: which door is that?  

Kelleen: shaking my chest rolling my tummy and chest 

greygriffin20: smiles as i enjoy watching kelleen tease me  

Kelleen: bouncing on his lap smiles leans kissing his neck running my hands over his back 

greygriffin20: *bites my bottom lip at the kiss and bounce* 

Kelleen: slides off his lap after the whisper sliding crawing on the stage tossing my hair 

around 

Kelleen: getting my robe walking off the stage going over sitting on GG lap 

D r a z: watching  as kellen walks over  to gg  ............  

Kelleen: stocking and boots showing  

Kelleen: taking his hand leading him to the bar Draz dear can i have room 4 key? 

D r a z:  smiles looking at the garter belt and the pale skin beween that and her dress 

Al_dente_: hmmm  nice legs... 

D r a z:   passes kelleen the key to room 4  

D r a z: kisses her cheek ,,,,have fun  

Bee_passionately_blue: ty for the dance kelleen  

Kelleen: smile taking GG's hand come on up the stairs lover  

cptfire35: rooms are busy 

D r a z: great dancing ,,,,,,,,,,  

Al_dente_: nice seductive dance Kelleen...   

 
 



Gabriela92 
 

Gabriela92: slips out onto the dance floor, sliding my feet side to side.... 

Gabriela92: hips rolling slowly 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up through my hair, lifting it off my shoulders... 

tigerzjill: smiles watching Gabriela dancing  

Gabriela92: drops it and sways, snapping my fingers, arms by my sides... 

Gabriela92: swivels as I slowly turn my feet, taking in a view of the whole room... 

Al_dente_: eyes fixed on the rolling hips. 

Gabriela92: gives a pouty look, lifting and dropping one shoulder, then the other, back 

and forth... 

touchdown366: sips my scotch as i look at jill 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on my hips and uses them to push the hips left and right 

Femaleroleplayer2012: Watches gabi as well scooting closer to heart. 

tigerzjill: watching Gabriela slide those hips  

Gabriela92: every four count, gives the hips a little roll horizontally. 

touchdown366: watching jill watching Gabriela 

Al_dente_: enjoying watching Gab's body moving on the dance floor 

FoolishHeart26: eyes on the gorgeous dancer.. wrapping an arm to Frp's...  

Femaleroleplayer2012: Leans into heart still watching gabi dance.  

Gabriela92: walks up to GG's table...swings a leg over his knee and slightly squats as the 

new song builds... 

Gabriela92: lowers myself onto his thigh 

Gabriela92: hikes up my skirt a bit... 

FoolishHeart26: uhmm.. lucky Gg....  

greygriffin20: *smiles widely as im given an up close show* 

Gabriela92: scoots the crotch of my panties a little higher on his leg.... 

Gabriela92: rocks forward and back a little.. 

Gabriela92: resting my hands on GG's shoulders 

Gabriela92: grinds on the top of his thigh 

Gabriela92: leans forward until my nose is nearly touching his, staring into his eyes.... 

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip looking into your eyes with a wink* 

Gabriela92: smiles and winks back 

Gabriela92: gives GG a kiss on the cheek, then slowly stands, dancing to the new song... 

Gabriela92: backs off his knee and sashays off toward Al's table... 

greygriffin20:   .....sometimes one must work hard to not do anything at all 

greygriffin20:    

Al_dente_: gulps as Gab gets nearer.... 

Al_dente_: loving the sway as she moves 

Gabriela92: reaches for Al's arm as I approach, dragging my fingernails up his arm as I 

walk by.... 

Gabriela92: up over his shoulder.... 

Al_dente_: shivering at the touch 



Femaleroleplayer2012: Leans into heart laying my head on her shoulder. 

Al_dente_: the gentle brush of fingernails...... 

Gabriela92: rests my elbows on Al's shoulders, bending forward and touching my chest to 

his back... 

touchdown366: puts arm around jill as we watch Gabriela dance 

Al_dente_: hmm feeling the softness of Gab's breasts pressing into me 

Gabriela92: sliding them back and forth slightly across his back.... 

Al_dente_: the fragrace of her hair.... 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Frp... and watch Gabi dancing aa she hypnotize the room with her sexy 

dance 

Gabriela92: flattens my fingers and palms and runs them down over Al's collarbones.... 

Gabriela92: down his chest... 

kelli-: quietly returns  

Gabriela92: down his stomach... 

Femaleroleplayer2012: watches gabi as well, smiling softly. 

Al_dente_: hmmm.... her body pressed against my back 

Gabriela92: slides the fingertips side to side, following Al's belt.... 

Al_dente_: hNDS SLIDING DOWN..... 

Al_dente_: oopps 

Al_dente_: see what you do to me Gab? 

kelli-: giggles .. watching Al as Gab plays 

Gabriela92: runs my lips lightly up and down the edge of Al's ear... 

Al_dente_: winces in the seat.... 

Gabriela92: bites the lobe gently 

Al_dente_: the brush of lips... hands... 

touchdown366: moves in to kiss jill on the cheek 

Gabriela92: drumming out the rock beat on his chest with the fingers on each hand.... 

Al_dente_: shifts a little in the seat... 

tigerzjill: grins as i feel TD's soft kiss  

Gabriela92: stands and quickly spins several times, my hair flying out horizontally.... 

Al_dente_: <trying to breathe normally again.. watching her spin 

Gabriela92: struts back across the dance floor, high stepping to the beat. 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Gabi's direction enjoying her dance... brushing Frp's hair with my fingers 

Gabriela92: does a quick bend and stands again, snapping my hair down and back over 

my shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on the edge of the stage, bending forward, shaking my 

backside slowly to the bass line of the song. 

kelli-: claps out the beat 

Gabriela92: reaches back with one hand, grasping the back hem of my white ribbed-knit 

minidress 

touchdown366: taps my hand on jill's shoulder to the beat 

Renee d: hypnotized by Gabi 

Al_dente_: following gab's moves... things settling down again 



Gabriela92: looks back over my shoulder at the audience and slowly pulls the hem 

upward.... 

Al_dente_: hmm great legs! 

Gabriela92: showing all of my thighs.... 

kelli-: smiles.. watching all eyes on the exposed skin 

Gabriela92: showing the blend of legs to buns.... 

greygriffin20: *leans in watching intently* 

cptfire35: i walked into an amazing show! 

Gabriela92: letting the tushy show, only revealing that I do indeed have a shiny white 

thong on as the hem reaches my pelvis.... 

tigerzjill: staring intently as Gabriela moves  

Gabriela92: rests my chin on the stage... 

FoolishHeart26: eyes wander at Gabi's sexiness.. oh my..  

Gabriela92: reaches back with both hands and slowly caresses each smooth, tan bun... 

Al_dente_: loves the flash of the thong 

Al_dente_: following the hands 

Gabriela92: pushes the cheeks a little futher apart, letting the thong nestle just a bit 

deeper between them 

touchdown366: has jill sit on my lap so she can get a better view 

cptfire35: austin is soooooo proud 

Al_dente_: watches the thong nestle...... 

Gabriela92: fingertips slowly sliding down the insides of the thighs.... 

Gabriela92: then grasping the backs of my legs, just above the knees 

Gabriela92: drawing the hands slowly back up the the legs to my backside again... 

touchdown366: puts my hands on jills hips 

Gabriela92: gives each cheek a quick, sharp slap that's heard even over the music.... 

Al_dente_: hands on those gorgeous legs.....  but the rest of Gab's body in a nice pose too 

Gabriela92: then gently rubs the stinging red handprints.... 

tigerzjill: slides onto TD's lap watching Gabriela in action  

Gabriela92: stands and turns to face the crowd again.... 

touchdown366: softly kissing the back of jill's neck 

Gabriela92: letting the dress fall back down over my tushy... 

Al_dente_: smiles at Gab 

Gabriela92: grasps the hem just at the front of each leg.... 

Gabriela92: slides it back and forth across my thighs... 

Gabriela92: raising it about a quarter inch with each slide.... 

Femaleroleplayer2012: Watches gabi while relaxing into heart. 

Gabriela92: soon the little white triangle of the front of the thong comes into view.... 

FoolishHeart26: walks behind the bar and fixes some vodka for Frp.. sits back next to her and 

enjoys the graceful hot dance of Gabi..  

Gabriela92: swinging my head left and right with every second beat, my hair tosses with 

the motion... 

Al_dente_: takes a swig of my drink as my mouth is dry....  watching the dress rise... 

Gabriela92: turns and carefully walks up the stage steps in my 4" strappy platform 



stilettos 

Gabriela92: white to match the dress.... 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

touchdown366: dips my finger into my scotch and dabbs it on jill's neck and licks it off 

Femaleroleplayer2012: Sips from my vodka wrapping my right arm around Heart, kissing heart on 

the cheek whispering in your ear. "How do you want me to repay you?" smiles innocently. 

Gabriela92: swings one arm in a full circle, then the other 

Gabriela92: wb, Nikki 

Al_dente_: eyes following gabi's on stage movements 

Gabriela92: shakes my head wildly to the new beat 

Gabriela92: punching the air with one fist, then the other 

nikki o: hello Gabriela 

kelli-: big grin .. great dance .. claps out the beat 

Gabriela92: jumps, then lands in a deep knee bend and snaps my head down and back up 

touchdown366: slides my hands up and down jill's body to the music 

Al_dente_: Dress flying.. hmmm 

Gabriela92: marches down one side of the stage runway, then back up the other 

Al_dente_: hips swinging as she walks..... 

Gabriela92: crosses my arms in front of me, reaching down to grab the hem of the 

dress.... 

Al_dente_: <holds breath... 

greygriffin20:    

FoolishHeart26: admires Gabi.. and her dancing and her dress.. everything...... 

Gabriela92: rapidly pulls the stretchy fabric up and over my head in one smooth motion, 

leaving me in my white heels, thong, and bra 

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: eyes wide  

Al_dente_: woo hoo.... looking great gabi!! 

Gabriela92: swings it around my head several times and flings it into Kelli's lap 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Frp.. my pleasure... and whispers something no one should hear but 

her...  

tigerzjill: wow :)  

kelli-: catches and folds the dress . .placing it on my lap 

Al_dente_: notices the bra is working hard to hold the contents. 

greygriffin20: woohoo 

kelli-: her cups runith over 

Gabriela92: rolls my shoulders left and right, swiveling the hips to the rhythm.... 

Gabriela92: my chest shaking to each roll.... 

Al_dente_: breasts saing along with the hips 

Al_dente_: swaying^ 

Gabriela92: walking in step to the music down the stage. 

Gabriela92: reaches the pole... 

kelli-: watching that fffiinnneee body  



Gabriela92: shimmies up a few feet.... 

Gabriela92: wraps one leg over the other, locking myself to the long, shiny, firm..... brass 

kelli-: giggles.. fine ass next to the brass 

Gabriela92: hooks my ankles together and leans backwards, my hair barely sweeping the 

stage floor as I lean one side to the other 

tigerzjill: say that three times fast :)  

touchdown366: whispers into jill's ear 

kelli-: grins at Jill 

Al_dente_: hmm  Gabi's gorgeous body upside down.. breasts barely restrained 

Gabriela92: runs my hands up and down my torso from hips to shoulders.... 

FoolishHeart26: eyes follows Gabi's hands..  

kelli-: can't think of what heart calls it... a girly hard on or some shit but.. I got one 

kelli-: or.. three 

kelli-: giggles 

greygriffin20: hehe 

Al_dente_: smiles at the mention of hard... 

FoolishHeart26: lady boner... Kelli.... giggles 

Gabriela92: reaches down to the stage, pressing my hands flat... releases my legs from 

the pole and flips over backwards to my feet.... 

Al_dente_: Gabs curves... so beautiful as she grips the pole 

kelli-: THAT'S IT!!   

Gabriela92: flips my hair back off my face 

touchdown366: as i slide my hand on jill's thigh 

Gabriela92: then tosses my head side to side several times 

Al_dente_: the white thong and bra not leaving much to the imagination 

Gabriela92: struts to Motley Crue... 

Gabriela92: then drops to hands and knees and crawls cat-like down the stage..... 

kelli-: bouncing in my seat .. watching Gabs every move 

Gabriela92: a smoldering, predatory look on my face, squinting and licking my lips. 

FoolishHeart26: winks at Kelli.. and swoons at Gabi's movements.. pulling Frp closer to me..  

Al_dente_: breasts pulling at the bra as Gab crawls 

greygriffin20: *grins as i watch Gabriela prowl* 

Al_dente_: thin band of the thong over her hips... almost nothing there. 

Gabriela92: the lioness on the hunt... 

Gabriela92: dances on my knees... 

kelli-: mmmmmm 

touchdown366: moves my hands higher on jill's soft thighs 

Al_dente_: eyes follow the feminine curves....  soooo nice 

Gabriela92: leans back until my head nearly touches the stage... 

Gabriela92: then back up 

tigerzjill: squirming on TD's lap staring at Gabriela as she moves so gracefully an sexy 

across the stage  

cptfire35: so petite 

Gabriela92: stands... 



Femaleroleplayer2012: moves closer to heart enjoying the feeling of being held. 

Gabriela92: swings my head and hair in a circle... 

touchdown366: enjoying the feeling of jill's squirming 

kelli-: watching Gab intently ... nice moves  

Al_dente_: wathes her body sway as Gab swings her head'' 

Gabriela92: turns my back and leans forward until my torso is parallel to the floor... 

kelli-: we do have a few rules in here TD 

Al_dente_: wow Gabi...... beautiful! 

Gabriela92: reaches behind me, unhooking the bra between my shoulder blades and 

letting the straps fall down my arms to the floor, quickly throwing an arm across my 

chest.... 

tigerzjill: blushes as i look at kelli realizing where his hands are  

Gabriela92: stands and turns back to the audience, only a little modestly 

Al_dente_: lol.. not quick enough Gab... nice view 

greygriffin20:    

kelli-: giggles ... catching the same view Al got 

Gabriela92: a reprise of Motley Crue, it seems 

Gabriela92: slowly moves my hand, revealing the fullness of one breast 

Gabriela92: then drops my forearm, showing them both 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm even with her back towards us i can imagine... 

kelli-: we won't be seeing Nox again 

greygriffin20:    

greygriffin20:    

Gabriela92: pivots on my heels, turning toward the crowd.... 

kelli-:  yummmmmmm 

Al_dente_: yeah Gab... loves the shape they assume as they hang 

Gabriela92: strides boldly to the very end of the stage 

tigerzjill: my heart skips a beat as Gabriela reveals herself to the crowd  

Al_dente_: gorgeous.... 

Gabriela92: runs my open hands up my tummy.... 

Gabriela92: over the ribs.... 

Gabriela92: following the lower curve of my breasts... 

touchdown366: looks at jill to see if she needs cpr 

kelli-: whew.. hot in here 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyyy....  

Gabriela92: up over the nipples, noticeably hardened from the thrill of being seen.... 

kelli-: what's my excuse? 

Gabriela92: up the upper slopes.... over my collarbones... 

Al_dente_: hmmmm admires Gabi's breasts 

tigerzjill: sooo beautiful i whisper  

Gabriela92: then crossing my hands and letting them slowly slide down the opposite 

arms.... 

Gabriela92: dropping them to my sides as the tempo changes to the more seductive 



tune.... 

FoolishHeart26: gasps at the sight of Gabi touching her delicate skin..  

Gabriela92: rocks my hips, turning slowly.... 

touchdown366: whispers to jill yes they are 

Gabriela92: arms swinging loosely at my hips 

Al_dente_: loves watching her breasts sway as her body moves.... 

Gabriela92: snapping my fingers gently 

Gabriela92: a wan smile coming across my face... 

Gabriela92: feet shuffling in a small circle.... 

Gabriela92: letting the pinpoints of light from the mirrored ball overhead play across my 

bare skin... 

Al_dente_: eyes fixed on the slow moving body.... 

Al_dente_: beautiful!!! 

Gabriela92: hooks my thumbs inside the waistband of the thong, one at each hip... 

D Gabriela92: stretches out the left side from my body, then letting it come back in..... 

FoolishHeart26: watches with pleasure as the lights compliments Gabi's sensual body movements 

Gabriela92: repeats the stretching on the right side... 

Gabriela92: then relaxes it.... 

D r a z:  smiles watching the waist band  

Al_dente_: watches the thin thong move side to side.... 

Gabriela92: stretches both sides out at the same time.... 

Al_dente_: watches^ 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

Gabriela92: makes a little swimming motion with the cloth, as I take baby steps forward 

down the stage... 

Gabriela92: a little locomotion movement... 

FoolishHeart26: ohh wowww..  

Gabriela92: slides the thumbs to the back.... 

Al_dente_: eyes follow the swaying stepping woman ... soo nice 

D r a z:  gris watching the material move 

Gabriela92: pushes the waistband down in the back to where my  buns meet my legs 

cptfire35: a bruin stenciled on the rear 

Al_dente_: the thin band pulling out 

FoolishHeart26: oh myy.  bites my bottom lip..  

D r a z:  grins seein the full cheeks  

Gabriela92: bumps my hips left and right, bending just barely forward and thrusting out 

my tushy.... 

Al_dente_: looking at the clinging gusset of the thong 

Gabriela92: pulls the waistband back up... 

Al_dente_: lol... awwwww 

Al_dente_: tease 

D r a z:   smiles watching  as it hardly coversanything  

Gabriela92: lets my thumbnails trace the edge around to the front as I turn to face 

everyone... 



Gabriela92: pushes the front down almost to.... 

D r a z:  looks at the sweet  .... 

Al_dente_: manages to look into Gabi's eyes and smile.. just for  a moment 

Gabriela92: winks at Al... 

kelli-: eyes taking in every move 

FoolishHeart26: gulps at the seductive look of Gabi.. godness 

Al_dente_: eyes then travel down the beautiful body.... 

cptfire35: gabi has raised it up a notch 

Gabriela92: hooks the thumb into the hip holes from the bottom side and slides my hands 

inward to my navel..... 

Gabriela92: narrowing the triangle to nearly nothing 

touchdown366: kisses jill on the cheeck as we watch Gabriela 

Al_dente_: sees the fabric gather 

D r a z: smiles looking at the .......nothing  

Gabriela92: then relaxes it and lets it snap back into place 

FoolishHeart26: holy smokin hott Gabi....! 

Gabriela92: places my fingertips on the waistband at each hip, my fingers pointing 

downward and hands flat against my skin.... 

tigerzjill: fanning myself....suddenly feels like the room is on fire  

Gabriela92: slides the hands down, rolling the waistband down the outsides of my legs... 

D r a z: passes jill a cold water 

Al_dente_: the triange gets even smaller 

D r a z: smiles watching the hands slide down the thighs  

FoolishHeart26: holding my breath as Gabi tease her audience... ohh myy 

tigerzjill: takes a deep sip and pours the rest over my face letting it drip down my chin  

kelli-: stretched the other direction Al 

Al_dente_: hmmmm gorgeous....... 

Gabriela92: the rear strap of the thong being slowly pulled from between my round buns, 

the front triangle rolling inside out as it is peeled away from my secret place.... 

cptfire35: sorta wet over here too 

touchdown366: gets wet from jill throwing water on her face 

Gabriela92: rolls it down to the middle of my thighs... 

D r a z: watches jills drip slide doww her neck to her breasts 

Al_dente_: wathes thefront triange stick.... then peel away... 

Gabriela92: widens my feet, stretching the thong between my legs..... 

cptfire35: what a nice trim 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyyy Gabi.....  

Gabriela92: fingertips lightly grazing up the inside of my legs.... 

Al_dente_: beautiful naked body........ 

Gabriela92: quivering as they brush across my mounds.... 

Gabriela92: up my tummy... 

D r a z: grins watching the quivering rocking gabri 

Gabriela92: grazing my navel... 

Al_dente_: following the hands 



FoolishHeart26: eyes widen.. mouth waters yet feeling thirsty from what Gabi does to herself 

Gabriela92: scoots my feet together slowly, relaxing the tension on the lowered thong 

and letting it fall to my ankles..... 

Gabriela92: daintily steps out of it, leaving nothing but heels and earrings on... 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm beautiful sight 

D r a z: we areall ...............thunderstruck  

Gabriela92: slowly turns, resting open hands on each of my buns.... 

cptfire35: didnt even notice the earrings 

Al_dente_: smiles as Gabi stands in all her naked beauty 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh what a wonderful sight....  

Gabriela92: rolls the buns gently with my hands... 

kelli-: mmmmmmm  

D r a z:  smiles watching the rolling  buns  

kelli-: moves in my seat  

Gabriela92: bends slightly forward and naughtily nudges the buns apart, then giggles.... 

cptfire35: sticky buns 

kelli-: got an itch I can't scratch 

Gabriela92: and presses them back together 

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice view!!! 

Gabriela92: faces the audience 

Gabriela92: leans forward a bit... 

Gabriela92: lets the feet slowly slide apart.... 

Al_dente_: eyes on gabs breasts as she leans 

FoolishHeart26: squeezes my legs tighter.. can't take my eyes off Gabi's heaven on earth body..  

Gabriela92: dropping my torso slowly... 

Gabriela92: bends and holds my calves..... 

D r a z:  grins watching the thighs part as gabri rocks out the tune  

Gabriela92: then my ankles.... 

Gabriela92: collapses as my buns hit the stage, dropping my head. 

Al_dente_: wooo hooo! 

cptfire35: take the position 

Gabriela92: sits motionless momentarily.... 

Al_dente_: stands awkwardly to applaud 

kelli-: wow.... 

tigerzjill: grins at how fliexible Gabriela is....makes note to sign up for yoga classes...  

Al_dente_: yeah Gabiiiiiii 

Gabriela92: then flips the hair out of my face and smiles broadly... thank you, everyone. 

D r a z: woo hoo  ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, thats hot gabri  

tigerzjill: jumps off TD's lap clapping wildly  

kelli-: stands on the foot rest of my chair and applaudes wildly 

D r a z:  BRAVO BRAVO 

FoolishHeart26: whistlesss and clappssss... wowww!!! 

cptfire35: bravo!! 

Al_dente_: claps... whistles....... 



touchdown366: whispers in jill's something naughty 

D r a z:  walks over to the stage with a LAB robe open  for gabri 

Al_dente_: beautifully done Gabi.... 

D r a z:  hi natalie  

Gabriela92: winks to Draz...thank you. 

kelli-: great dance Gab 

Gabriela92: slips on the robe, then stands and gets on my tiptoes to give him a soft, 

warm, slightly moist kiss on the cheek. 

FoolishHeart26: you're sooo good Gabi..! 

D r a z:  smiles and wraps gabri in the rone and ties  the belt  

D r a z: smiles and runsmmy hand down the back of the robe ,,,,,,,,,, pure magic gabri !!! 

Gabriela92: we have a LOT of great dancers! 

cptfire35: its a high hurdle gabi 

cptfire35: you even got kel up 

kelli-: hey, I appreciate a great dance and that was one great dance 

Gabriela92: ty, Kelli... means a lot, coming from you, especially. 

D r a z: I agree pure magic  

Gabriela92: Hello, Tom. 

kelli-: I'm serious ... hugsss Gab  

headstrong_tom15: hello there 

Gabriela92: hugs back, very warmly 

kelli-: smiles .. you are fantastic 

 

Gabriela92: swings my barstool around and slides off onto my feet 

Gabriela92: meanders slowly over toward the dance floor 

7Mick7:    

Gabriela92: sways side to side, two beats on each foot 

natalie_uk_2: takes Gabi's place at the bar, sits , swings roud to watch her  

Gabriela92: letting my shoulders roll, arms hanging loosely at my sides 

FoolishHeart26: checeks under the bar... geezzz.. the vault has automatic lock..! 

natalie_uk_2: helps herself to a drink and sips it quietly watching Gabi  

7Mick7: sits next to kelli -  - knowing she  knows the best seat in the house 

kelli-: mm hmmm ... smiles at Mick 

7Mick7: smiling back  

kelli-: tapping my toe.. watching Gab  

7Mick7: attention  going to  kellis legs 

Gabriela92: swings my arms gently as I slowly turn, clapping to the rhythm 

natalie_uk_2: watches Gabi and glances over at kelli from time to time  

Gabriela92: bumps my hips left and right... 

Gabriela92: raises arms overhead... 

daven14578: daum sexy hips gabri 

Gabriela92: shuffling in a small turn... 

Gabriela92: snaps fingers overhead 



kelli-: claps out the rhythm watching Gab 

daven14578: ccccc to beat 

Gabriela92: then drops hands, clapping alternatingly in front and behind me.... 

Gabriela92: pulls out my tank top's shirttail, knotting it between my belly button and bra 

kelli-: looks down... umm... cant do that LOL 

Gabriela92: gyrates my hips, running my fingertips slowly up and down my bare tummy 

kelli-: watching Gabs fingers  

7Mick7: looking over at Kellis finger tips  ... 

natalie_uk_2: cant take myeyes off gabi's fingers mmm  

D r a z: smiles looking at the slim tummy  

FoolishHeart26: smiles as my eyes follows Gabi's wandering fingers 

Gabriela92: unsnaps the Daisy Dukes again, lowering the zipper two inches and folding 

the top edge down a turn 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm...  

Gabriela92: slightly bends my knees and grinds my pelvis in a slow circle over my 

anchored feet.... 

daven14578: mmmmmmmmmmmmm woooooooo hoooooooo gabri 

kelli-: licks my lips .. eyes move over to Mick.. then back to Gab 

natalie_uk_2: omg mmmm gabi  

D r a z: watches as gabri sends everyone to the edge  

Gabriela92: snapping the hips quickly at the end of each rotation 

natalie_uk_2: has to cross and uncross my legs, feeling tingly watching gabi  

Gabriela92: slides my flattened hands slowly into the back pockets of the cutoffs, which 

barely reach the fringe at the bottom 

daven14578: << shift sin his seat to reposition 

kelli-: tapping toe .. checking the back side.. of the Dukes .. of course 

natalie_uk_2: realises I am staring at gabi's gorgeous ass and blushes but everyone else is staring 

too  

D r a z: watches the hands cup the cute butt in the   dukes  

Gabriela92: pushes down the back of the shorts until the orange waistband shows, and a 

little of the black thong center band as it begins to taper into my ass crack 

kelli-: soooo hard to sit still .. sorta still .. at least  

daven14578: soo hard 

Gabriela92: lets a little of the top of each bun come into view... 

D r a z: smiles seeing some pale butt cheeks   

natalie_uk_2: squirming on my bar stool  

7Mick7: noticing Kelli NOT sitting still !! 

Gabriela92: grins at Daven and tantalizingly glides over toward his table... 

natalie_uk_2: see's kellis point nips and giggles , knowing mine are the same  

daven14578: eyes widen as does smlie 

daven14578: with gabri's approach 

kelli-: smiles at Mick .. shoulders move to the beat.. watching Gab  

7Mick7: staring at nips in all directions  

Gabriela92: lifts one foot and rests it on the front edge of Daven's chair, right between 



his thighs... 

daven14578: mmmmmmmm leand forward slightly, mindful of the rules 

daven14578: but breaks all th eruelks in his mind 

Gabriela92: pivots on the ball of my foot, working my toes in closer 

7Mick7: spreading my legs IN case Kelli gets up  lol 

D r a z: sees gabri already scrambling daven   

kelli-: notice how a guys typing goes straight to hell when he's excited LOL .. smiles at 

Mick 

daven14578: <<<< head swriling 

daven14578: oh myyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

Gabriela92: slips my toes slightly under the crotch of Daven's trousers... 

daven14578: jumps slightly 

daven14578: knowing gabri could not possibly miss the stiffness 

Gabriela92: stares into his eyes for a lingering moment, then glances down as I start to 

wiggle my toes between Daven's chair and his trousers... 

D r a z: starched trousers are a real pain .hey ,, daven  

kelli-: LOL @ Draz 

daven14578: indeed draz, indeed 

Gabriela92: something's got some starch in it, it seems, yes... 

FoolishHeart26: smilesm. watching Gabi as she seductively teasing Daven..  

kelli-: stretched is even worse 

Gabriela92: pulls my foot out and rests the heel on the chair, tapping the bottom of my 

shoe on Daven's zipper, gently. 

natalie_uk_2: keeps staring at Gaby's sexy bum, ignoring her tapping foot  

daven14578: smiling at gabri 

daven14578: tapping beat our on arm of chair 

kelli-: leans over to Mick and whispers, should I get a towel ready for Daven? 

Gabriela92: puts my foot back on the floor and straddles Daven's right thigh, lowering my 

tushy onto his trousers just above the knee. 

natalie_uk_2: giggles thinking she would need a towel to sit on too if i wasnt wearing jeans  

kelli-: giggles 

Gabriela92: rocks my pelvis forward and back, grinding the tiny crotch of my Daisy Dukes 

on the top of his leg 

daven14578: flexing leg muscles 

7Mick7: sees sign -  sitting on hands in case kelli leans over again  

Gabriela92: scoots forward, moving up the leg a bit, resting my forearms on Daven's 

shoulders... 

daven14578: looking into gabri's eyes smileing broadly 

Gabriela92: leans forward until my tank top touches Daven's shirt 

daven14578: mmm dirnks in gabri's aroma 

Gabriela92: rolls my torso left and right, rubbing the firmness of my breasts into Daven's 

chest, my nose an inch from his... 

natalie_uk_2: imagining what it would feel like to have gabi grinding on MY legs mmmm  

daven14578: leans forward rubs noses 



kelli-: hand on my tummie .. studying Gabs moves .. watching davens reactions ...  

daven14578: wonderful natelie, wonderful 

Gabriela92: stands and moves between's Daven's legs, resting my palms on his thighs.. 

natalie_uk_2: wishes she could undo the top of her jeans and slip her hand inside  

 Gabriela92: spider-walks my fingers up the top of Daven's legs, all the way to his belt.... 

daven14578: at first did not see "kiss" whew 

Renee d: wow 

kelli-: reaches over and, with two fingers, gently closes Micks mouth .. giggles 

daven14578: chuckles at "sorta" 

Gabriela92: hooks the belt loops with my index fingers and pulls myself in closer, running 

my nose along Daven's jaw line from one ear to the other 

7Mick7: looking back  -  winking -   trying to  not  let jaw drop 

daven14578: mmmmmmmmmmmm breath heavily on gabri's neck 

kelli-: smiles and winks at Mick .. grins wide 

7Mick7: standing    " adjusting "   sitting back down again 

kelli-: watching .. licks my lips 

Gabriela92: stands slightly and kisses Daven on the forehead, sauntering away toward 

the bar with a pouty, provocative glance back over my shoulder at Daven.... 

daven14578: hug grin winks 

Gabriela92: tossing my hips and my hair as I walk 

natalie_uk_2: moves to the next bar stool so gaby can have hers back  

7Mick7: noticing kelli  still perky 

FoolishHeart26: watching how lucky Daven is right now..  

daven14578: no kidding heart 

Gabriela92: goes to Mick's stool and faces away from it, leaning my elbows on the seat of 

the adjacent stool... 

7Mick7: looking over at kelli  as  she looks   at what im looking at    

natalie_uk_2: stares at gabi's very sex ass and feels lotsof nice tingles in her jeans  

kelli-: smiles at Gab  

Gabriela92: hooks the heels of my shoes over the foot ring of Mick's stool, facing away 

and raising my tushy in the air.... 

7Mick7: looking at  tushy -  smiling  

Gabriela92: rests my chin on my folded forearms, butt toward Mick, and sways back and 

forth 

Gabriela92: then pulses my pelvis down and up again several times... 

7Mick7: moving forward in chair 

Gabriela92: reaches back with one hand and pushes the shorts further down, exposing 

the entire top half of my smooth, round, peach-fuzz covered buns... 

daven14578: mmm eyes gabri's buns from afar 

7Mick7: looking at kelli - seeing her lick her lips again -   my mouth  coming open   ( of 

course )  

Gabriela92: rocks my hips side to side, bumping the insides of Mick's legs with my thighs 

as I do. 

7Mick7: spreading legs  giving Gab room 



kelli-: trying not to giggle at Mick as Gab moves to the beat  

Gabriela92: pushes up off the adjacent stool and carefully balances on the foot ring of 

Mick's barstool, the back of my thighs leaning into the edge of the seat between his legs 

Gabriela92: reaches down and grasps Mick's legs, just above the knees, to keep my 

balance 

7Mick7: out of corner of eye seeing Draz  pointing at  HANDS OFF sign  

Gabriela92: holds on with one hand, and uses the other to push the shorts the rest of the 

way off my backside, letting them slip down my thighs, over my knees, and gather at my 

ankles 

Gabriela92: carefully shakes one foot, then the other, out of the fallen cutoffs. 

D r a z: smiles seeing the shorts pool at gabris feet  

7Mick7: Mick sweating  

kelli-: watching Gabs ass as the music changes 

Gabriela92: leans slightly forward, running my fingertips up the back of my thighs and 

over the curves of my now-exposed buns, the thong disappearing between them 

kelli-: heel pounding the beat on the foot rail of my stool .. it's torture sitting still  

FoolishHeart26: oh myy Gabi....  bites my lip as I watch her showing off her assets and dance.. 

smiling 

7Mick7: supposed to sit still ?  easy for you to say  

natalie_uk_2: thinks I might have to go to the ladies room for a few minutes giggles  

D r a z: laffs nat 

Gabriela92: stands tall again, teetering on the footring as I cross my arms in front of me 

and peel the ribbed tangerine tank top up my torso and over my head. 

natalie_uk_2: hard to sit still, squirming in my seat  

7Mick7: hands   up   in case Gab looses balance 

kelli-: you wish  

kelli-: LOL  

7Mick7: got that right lol 

Gabriela92: steps from the footring onto the seat of the empty stool, then onto the bar... 

  

Gabriela92: stands upright between Kelli and Mick, looking down and smiling 

7Mick7: hands folded  

Gabriela92: right, right, left, left... repeating 

Gabriela92: slowly turning my back 

Gabriela92: bending slightly and running my fingertips all over my bare buns. 

7Mick7: looking over at kelli -  licking her lips 

7Mick7: me either -  afraid too now 

Gabriela92: continuing the turn slowly 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. ohh soo sexyy bunss..  

kelli-: sits back with my arms folded 

kelli-: legs crossed 

Gabriela92: hooks my thumbs in the front of the waistband 

7Mick7: sits forward =- legs open  

natalie_uk_2: thinks she needs another trip to the ladies, this is ridiculous, so tingly form watching 



gabi  

Gabriela92: pushes it down... down... down... nearly to.... 

Gabriela92: then lets it snap back up 

Gabriela92: good evening, Paul 

7Mick7: looking over at kellis  perky nips 

Gabriela92: slides the thumbs around to each hip, inside the waistband 

Gabriela92: then to the back 

FoolishHeart26: gulps at how Gabi tease the crowd 

natalie_uk_2: comes back in to the room, bright red blushing but everyone is too busy watching 

gabi to wonder why I am so red  

Gabriela92: pushes the bright orange elastic band down over the curves.. 

natalie_uk_2: gasps at the sight of Gabi's amazing ass  

D r a z: watches the band slide downthe  curves  

Gabriela92: letting some of the fabric of the black thong peel out from between my 

cheeks... 

Gabriela92: tugs it back up into place, then flexes each butt cheek slowly in alternating 

fashion 

Gabriela92: bends to retrieve a clean towel from the stack behind the bar 

D r a z: passes up to gabri 

Gabriela92: drapes it around the back of my neck, letting the free ends fall down over my 

bra cups 

Gabriela92: sways as I look down at Kelli and Mick, pursing my lips 

7Mick7: staring at  gabs full lips 

Gabriela92: reaches back and up between my shoulder blades, unhooking my bra and 

letting the straps slide off my shoulders and down my arms, my boobs only loosely 

covered by the towel 

7Mick7: watching as towel  slides 

Gabriela92: gathers the ends of the towel in my hands, narrowing it to give little 

glimpses of my boobs from the sides of my rib cage, and from my cleavage. 

FoolishHeart26: licks my lips.. discreetly peering at what Gabi just showed.. oh myy...  

D r a z: smiles up at gabri  as her boobs show at the side  

Gabriela92: pulls down on alternating ends of the towel, making a buffing motion across 

the back of my neck, and the ends of the towel giving little flashes of underboob to those 

looking on from below. 

7Mick7: <<< looking on  

D r a z: smiles seeing the delights under the towel  

Gabriela92: flips my head forward, letting all my hair fall in front of my shoulders 

Gabriela92: arranges it carefully over my chest 

D r a z:  watches the wild hair     

Gabriela92: slowly and carefully pulls on one end of the towel... 

Gabriela92: not disturbing my long, dark tresses as they provide a whisper of modesty to 

my breasts. 

D r a z: smiles at the subtle moves  

7Mick7: on duty to hold other end of towel .. IF needed  



FoolishHeart26: squeezing my legs together tightly as Gabi sensually pulls one end of the towel.. 

holding my breath...  

Gabriela92: wraps the towel around my waist as a skirt 

Gabriela92: slides my hand under the bottom edge at one hip.... 

Gabriela92: pushes the thong's waistband partway down my thigh... 

Gabriela92: switches hands and does the same on the other leg 

D r a z: grins watching gabri  as she slips the thong down 

Gabriela92: moves my feet close together and lifts and drops my heels a few times, 

quickly, to encourage the thong to drop to the floor... 

FoolishHeart26: ohhhhhh myyyy.... bites my lip harder.. looking up at Gabi...  

Gabriela92: now commando under the towel.... 

7Mick7: arousal growing as   watching the thong drop 

D r a z: grins watching teh thong slip  to the floor  

Gabriela92: turns my back to Mick and looks back over my shoulder, loosening the towel 

a little to let it slide down in back, showing the top half of my buns 

7Mick7: loking at   the buns  smiling  

Gabriela92: slides it back up, swaying to the tune... 

Gabriela92: turns so I'm facing away from everyone... 

7Mick7: head moving back and forth as  Gabris buns sway 

FoolishHeart26: hardly controls the temptation to snatch Gabi's thong... gigglrs... admiring her 

gorgeous body as she erotically sways..  

Gabriela92: throws open the front of towel in a direction from which no one can see 

7Mick7: looking at far wall for a mirror  

Gabriela92: closes it again, holding the closure with one hand 

D r a z: smiles watching gabri  

Gabriela92: reaches down between my knees and grasps the back hem of the towel 

skirt.... 

Gabriela92: pulls it up between my legs to cover my crotch 

D r a z: smiles and watches gabri    sliding the towel up slowly  

FoolishHeart26: ohh.. what a sweet agonizing seduction she is giving us...  

Gabriela92: reaches behind me with the other hand, holding the towel at my waist 

Gabriela92: releases the front closure of the towel so that I'm riding a thin strip of 

terrycloth like a saddle.... 

Gabriela92: slides it slowly back and forth between my legs, keeping everything essential 

covered in conformance with the rules..... 

Gabriela92: bends my knees and swings them left and right over my feet 

Gabriela92: swiveling my hips as I stand once again... 

D r a z: smiles watching the swiveling hips  

Gabriela92: walks slowly down the bar... 

Gabriela92: steps down, walks to the stage, goes up the steps... 

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. watching Gabi as sashays to the stage...  

D r a z: watches as she steps on the stage  

Gabriela92: walks toward the curtain, and a few steps from it, drops the towel entirely 

and disappears from sight, stark naked and free at last....mmmmmm...... 



natalie_uk_2: omg mmmmmmmmmmm  

D r a z: laffsssssssssss,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. as we see the cheeky  butt  

7Mick7:    

D r a z:  as she disapears behind the curtain 

Gabriela92: leans sideways, poking my head and shoulder out between the curtains and 

giving a little farewall wave... 

ukjake39: hmmm just my luck i looked away a second 

D r a z:  stands and applauds gabri ,,,,,,great   dance 

natalie_uk_2: stares open mouthed  

D r a z:  Bravo  Bravo gabri 

Gabriela92: then kicking one leg out from the edge of the curtain before disappearing for 

good. 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyy.... such a teasee.!  stands.. clapppsss.. bravo Gabi..!! 

kelli-: smiles and applaudes at the great dance 

Gabriela92: ty, ty, ty. 

ukjake39: gives gabs a big clap despite missing 99.9% of it ..the bit i saw was very good 

though 

7Mick7: stands slowly  joinng the applause 

Gabriela92: much appreciated 

D r a z: Fills an 8-ounce glass to the top with about 1/2 cup assorted fruit juice ice cubes 

(orange, pineapple, grape, cranberry, and lemon) in festive shapes , adds 1/4 cup ginger 

ale and 1/4 cup seltzer, and serves immediately...the Iced Fruit Punch.... on Lab coaster 

to gabri behind the curtain ....See your drink here 

http://www.ladyanns.com/summer_cocktails.html 

Gabriela92: whew, thanks, Draz... worked up quite a thirst! 

D r a z: laffs yes i bet  you did ............  

D r a z:  passes gabri a  warmed fluffy LAB robe  ,,here  you might need this 

kelli-:  Gab .. great dance  

 

kelli- and scarlett2angel 
kelli-: http://www.forever21.com/Product/Product.aspx?BR=f21&Category=top_t-

shirts&ProductID=2000095057&VariantID= 

scarlett2angel: smiles an tickles the soft skin with my fingertips .........very nice kelli 

kelli-: with these shorts 

kelli-: 

http://www.forever21.com/Product/Product.aspx?BR=f21&Category=bottom_shorts&P

roductID=2000167187&VariantID= 

kelli-: yeah, I hadn't seen a forever 21 store in a while so I went shopping.. nice things at 

good prices 

hdroadking296: cool 

D r a z:  very summery  , kelli  

D r a z: wipes  the bar  down and refills the cooler ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  

kelli-: leans my head back on scarletts shoulder 



scarlett2angel: whispers this music makes you want to move? doesn't it 

kelli-: more of rubbing than dancing against scarlett 

scarlett2angel: smiles at fish....squeezes kelli's hips and moves with her  

scarlett2angel: smiles an tugs on kellis earlobe to show all my sences are working fine 

kelli-: giggles.. threads my fingers through yours on my tummie  

scarlett2angel: parts my fingers ...slides kellis between mine and smiles as i pull her back 

to me more while the new tune makes me rock side to side under her 

D r a z: get  yourself a coolimg pad  ....you can get a good one for less than $20 at 

amazon  

kelli-: presses scarlett palm down on my tummie and moves it slowly  

kelli-: looks over my shoulder at her and winks .. smiles 

scarlett2angel: pursssss in kellis ear as my fingers tease her tummy  

kelli-: waits for the next song 

kelli-: gets up and turns around .. climbs back on scarletts lap  

kelli-: legs wrap around  

kelli-: dancing erotically to the song 

scarlett2angel: smirks...looks into your eyes what a nice surprise 

badfish1234: conplenting erotic songs, by heavy metal groups, ummdraz are there any  

scarlett2angel: grips your hips and rocks mine with the song ......letting my hair hang 

down my back  

kelli-: hands on your shoulders .... eyes narrow.. licks lips as my hips sway 

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back....wiggles my hips then looks into your eyes  

scarlett2angel: smiles and slips my hands around Your hips grips the small of your back 

and wets my lips with my tongue 

badfish1234: hey, hey  bee, buzz u right back 

kelli-: rolls my hips in time to the new beat.. hands high over my head  

D r a z: hows  yourday  been  kelleen  

kelli-: the movement making my boobs bounce to the beat  

scarlett2angel: sways mine left and right as my fingertips squeeze and smiles as kelli  

kelli-: dancing on scarletts lap .. kinda / sorta LOL 

Kelleen: taking a seat watching  

badfish1234: umm, i wanna breathe desperately 

scarlett2angel: slides my hands up keli's back winks and lets you move with the music 

while my eyes look deep into yours 

kelli-: staring back .. my deep dark brown eyes sparkling under the bar lights  

kelli-: body swaying  

kelli-: slinky little moves 

badfish1234: wow, i wanna 

kelli-: feel my legs tighten around you 

scarlett2angel: winks slips the tip of my tongue over my my lower lip..wiggles my hips 

and lets my hands slide up the back of your top 

kelli-: hopes you hold me tight as I begin to lean back  

kelli-: holding my self at horizontal as the music changes 

scarlett2angel: smiles grips Your shoulders under your top..looking around the room as 



you lean back an sways you side to side 

kelli-: hips slowly thrusting .. rolling.. thrusting.. rolling 

Kelleen: smiles watching waving my hand infront of my face to cool off 

scarlett2angel: softly moans as my legs move with your swaying an grips your shoulders 

more 

kelli-: my body and leg muscles tight to hold my weight as my head drops back .. hair 

hanging down 

kelli-: hips move in circles .. shorts drawn up .. tank  high on my body  

scarlett2angel: winks and rolls my hips with yours while my hands hold you up letting 

you sway with the music  

kelli-: my hard nipples poking the air under the thin white material 

Kelleen: oh my amazing eyes wide watching  

kelli-: slowly rising .. pulling myself up to sitting 

kelli-: thank God for yoga 

scarlett2angel: lowers my lips to the front of your body ..letting my long hair cover your 

chest and rocks side to side with you  

kelli-: hands high .. body moving to the beat 

kelli-: hands move down to the back of your head .. holding you tightly 

scarlett2angel: sighs an lifts you back up lets my hands stay under your top as we move 

with the new beat 

kelli-: reaching the back of my tank .. pulling the material over my head letting it drape 

across my chest .. my back bare 

kelli-: feeling scarletts hands hold me 

scarlett2angel: looks over your shoulder at the room...smiles and squeezes your back 

more loving the warm skin in my fingers 

D r a z: griins watching  

kelli-: my hands work up your arms  

scarlett2angel: smiles archs my back and lets my eyes look into yours as the beat 

changes 

kelli-: works my fingers into your hair .. being careful that the tank doesn't work too far 

up my arms although the sides of my boobs MIGHT... be visible already 

Kelleen: snuggles on draz's lap watching  

scarlett2angel: groans ...pushs my tummy against Yours as my super small black top 

slides up my boobs as your fingers tug my hair some  

kelli-: brushing your hair back with my fingers .. leaning forward in your lap kissing and 

gently kissing your jaw 

kelli-: my tongue moving up to your ear 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head puursssss and grips the small of your back with both my 

hands  

kelli-: pressing my small boobs against your much larger chest  

kelli-: my lips tugging your earlobe 

scarlett2angel: whimperss pushs my chest out making my top slide up over my nipples 

and takes a deep breath 

Al_dente_: likes the look of those boobs mashing together..... 



kelli-: keeps you covered with my top as we press  

scarlett2angel: mmmm kelli squeezes my hands around your waist and moves my lower 

body with the rhythm 

Al_dente_: imagines nipples rubbing together as the two girls move to the music.... 

kelli-: not really dancing .. in the traditional sense of it all 

scarlett2angel: turns my head sucks my bottom lip and rubs my nipples against kellis top 

making them grow harder 

kelli-: the silky material perfect having the perfect affect on the perfect sets of nipples 

kelli-: hands move up cupping your breasts .. up and over them .. fingers pulling down 

your top still covered by your hair 

scarlett2angel: rolls my hips with the beat....smiles as i feel two soft hands on my breasts 

and winks ty  

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching the nipple perfect dance.. 

Mr Love - DJ: smiles as i watch all the dancing 

kelli-: climbs to the floor off your lap  

kelli-: puts out my hand 

kelli-: giggles.. you were .. umm.. busy  

scarlett2angel: slips my hand into yours smiles and stands slowy 

kelli-: hops up on the bar  

kelli-: pulls my tank back on all the way 

scarlett2angel: climbs onto the bar making sure my top keeps my tits covered  

scarlett2angel: smiles and slowly sways with the song  

kelli-: takes you by the shoulders and turns you around 

kelli-: moves in close behind you 

scarlett2angel: moves in your hands turns around and smiles as you move in behind me 

kelli-: hands move to your waist 

Mr Love - DJ: sipping my ice water, watching keli over the rim as I sips 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips left right and left again with the beat while my arms sway 

over my head 

Al_dente_: watches kelli's hands 

kelli-: hands move over your exposed skin from behind you 

  

kelli-: my left hand opens wide on your tummie 

scarlett2angel: winks at the men as my body rocks with the slow beat bends over so my 

hair brushs across the bar letting my ass move with kellis hands 

kelli-: the other hand .. on your hip 

scarlett2angel: rocks my head making my long hair wipe the bar ..while my hips sway 

with the beat ..winks at Al as my boobs move with my hips  

Al_dente_: notices the boobs swaying even in the top... 

scarlett2angel: runs my fingers up and down the back of each leg squeezes and lets my 

hair help me from breaking any rules 

Al_dente_: nipple bumps still prominant 

Mr Love - DJ: sips my ice water watching the ladies dance to the music 

kelli-: moves around infront of scarlett on my knees  



scarlett2angel: pushs my ass back as it moves with the beat letting my hair move on the 

bar....looks into kelli's eyes as she sneaks around infront of me  

kelli-: smiles up at you and kisses your tummie 

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching the gorgeous girls erotic dancing 

scarlett2angel: giggles and stands up some so i can look into your eyes 

scarlett2angel: looks around the room as the beat changes 

kelli-: ass sways as my hands move over scarletts body 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips and boobs snaps my fingers  

Al_dente_: watching intently.. wondering what is to come... 

kelli-: hands on your hips 

scarlett2angel: winks an rocks between your hands making my hips move more  

Al_dente_: follows Kellis eyes....... 

kelli-: slithering down to my knees.. kissing my way down to your tummie 

D r a z:  watching as keklli slides diown    scarlett  

kelli-: my back to the audience .. you facing them as my teeth tug the snap on your shorts 

scarlett2angel: stands up more smiles at Al as my lower body moves with the song an 

runs my hands up my chest into my hair and archs more  

Mr Love - DJ: glances over to heart, watching her watch the ladies 

scarlett2angel: giggles as i feel the snap ..winks and tosses my head side to side with the 

beat while i let my shoulders roll in circles 

kelli-: licks my way up to your belly button  

kelli-: hands move slowly up your legs 

scarlett2angel: winks letting my hips sway then stop  

FoolishHeart26: languidly rests my back in my little comfy corner..crosses my legs.. sles at 

Mr.Love.. and turns to watch the sexy dancers 

kelli-: sways to the .. almost... stripper music .. giggles 

scarlett2angel: looks down at Al and kelli tugs my head back an lets my tummy sway 

with the new song as my feet slide on the bar  

kelli-: stands onfront of scarlett as my hands move around her waist  

kelli-: slipping my fingers under the back of the waist band  

Al_dente_: watching Scarlett's eyes as Kelli works her majic on her.... 

kelli-: and down over your ass  

scarlett2angel: licks my lips..looks down at the sexy woman snaps my fingers and lets my 

as rock back and forth 

kelli-: pushing the shorts down so that they fall to the bar 

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice view..... 

kelli-: tiny thong covering .. barely ... as I squeeze your ass 

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulder letting my hair do its job a smy tits move with the 

music  

scarlett2angel: winks at cptfire as my eyes roam around the room 

Al_dente_: foolows Scarlett's curves, down over her hips to het thighs 

cptfire35: just drooling 

D r a z: grins looking up at  the bar  

kelli-: moves back and around scarlett .. letting the boys eyes burn from the lights on 



scarletts beautiful body 

Al_dente_: gorgeous...... 

kelli-: moves in close behind  

scarlett2angel: rocks my lower body winks at Draz and lets my ass push back tring to feel 

where kelli went 

Al_dente_: not just the boys appreciating either... 

kelli-: hands move up your sides as my body presses against you 

cptfire35: bravo 

kelli-: pulling your arms up over your head as we dance together 

kelli-: the tiny tank barely covering  

scarlett2angel: puursss as i feel the warmth of your hands makes me wiggle and roll my 

ass with the fast beat of this song 

kelli-: the bottoms of your boobs giving the boys a cute view as the wiggle and giggle to 

this song 

D r a z:  grins as we the sexy dancers  

FoolishHeart26: winks at Al.. true that.... watching the two hottt girls dancing 

cptfire35: fire in the hole!!! 

kelli-: pulls your arms down to your sides 

FoolishHeart26: keep the fire burning cpt.  

scarlett2angel: snaps my hips left right and left again....looks around the room and rolls 

my head in circles so not to get into any more trouble 

kelli-: takes your hands and dances to the stage  

Bee_passionately_blue: hugs, heart. ty  

kelli-: giggles.. @ "trouble" .. which has just begun 

scarlett2angel: mmm kelli moves with you as the house lights makes my skin shine from 

the coat of sweat on my skin 

Al_dente_: smiles... no such thing as throuble on the bar or stage... now... my lap is 

another issue 

D r a z: watchs  the girls move to the stage ,,,following them with the lights  

scarlett2angel: smiles and stands on the stage now looks into your eyes and sees the 

look in your eyes 

kelli-: moves you to the pole .. wraps your hands around it.. back to the bar 

kelli-: "locks" your hands around the pole and puts the "Key" in my shorts 

Al_dente_: admires Scarleet figure....  

scarlett2angel: groans grips the long hard pole and presses my back to the bar ..licks my 

lips as i have an idea whats is going to happen 

kelli-: giggles at scarlett... I don't have an idea what's gonna happen but.. it is 

kelli-: dances around my captive  

Al_dente_: neither do I... bur knowing Kelli it will be arousing for all concerned... 

kelli-: does a wild dance to the hot tune 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my hips..parts my creamy thighs and feels the bar against my 

butt as i grip the pole  

kelli-: shakes my ass at scarlett and the boys  

cptfire35: great ass 



kelli-: jumps up on the pole and spins 

kelli-: above scarlett 

kelli-: shimmies up  

Al_dente_: follows kellis dance... but watching Scarlett out of the corner of my eye 

kelli-: holds the pole in one hand and works my shorts off with the other 

scarlett2angel: gasps goddd kelli looks over at fire wets my bottom lip and shimmys the 

top half of my body  

kelli-: lets them drop onto scarlett 

Al_dente_: hmmm watches as the shorts migrate down kelli's thighs 

kelli-: wraps my legs around the pole 

scarlett2angel: shakes my head bites down onto your shorts mmmm ty 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: hangs upside down .. kissing scarlett below me 

Al_dente_: smiles as Kelli's supple body leans back.. wayyy back 

scarlett2angel: flips them up so my fingers can grip them while my head leans back ands 

smiles up at you 

kelli-: my sliking loose fitting top falling over us 

kelli-: sliky 

Al_dente_: hmmmm as more of Kelli comes into view 

kelli-: grins at scarlett 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm winks at kelli  

kelli-: pulls off the top and lets it fly 

D r a z: woo hoo watches the flying top 

Al_dente_: watches the body 

cptfire35: landed on my head 

scarlett2angel: grips the pole smiles and lets you drive the men crazy as my tits push my 

top up and down with each breath i take 

Al_dente_: in fact I lie... BOTH bodies.... 

kelli-: puts one hand on either side of scarlett on the bar and does a hand stand with my 

legs still wrapped around the pole 

D r a z: wow nice move  

kelli-: licks her body  

cptfire35: for a little girl 

kelli-: from her boobs to the waist band of her thong 

scarlett2angel: groanss bucks my hips and tosses my head side to side as the beat 

changes 

Al_dente_: watches Kelli slide through Scarletts arms.. 

kelli-: pushing with my legs to a standing position at scarletts head 

kelli-: helps her to her feet 

scarlett2angel: opens and closes my eyes as the sexy woman makes it hard to stay on my 

feet winks at Al and fire while my ass moves with the song against the bar 

kelli-: giggles 

cptfire35: thanks for the wink 

Al_dente_: <imagination in overload 



kelli-: checks to make sure scarletts hands are secure on the pole as I turn her back to 

the bodys 

kelli-: instructs scarlett to lean forward .. hands holding the pole 

cptfire35: what stamina 

kelli-: dancing around her 

scarlett2angel: gasps rolls my hips more while kelli spins me around so easy letting whos 

left see my ass as my hair falls down around my shoulders and archs as my hands grip 

the pole more 

cptfire35: you two dont need an audience..but glad im here 

Al_dente_: watches Scarlett bend... her breasts moving in the top ... 

Al_dente_: her gorgeous ass and hips rolling with the beat 

kelli-: kneels down under her hair  

scarlett2angel: winks in the mirror ..rocks the top half of my body and lets my feet slide 

apart some  

kelli-: tugs her top up over her shoulders  

kelli-: up her arms  

FoolishHeart26: wowwss and smiles to the sizzling hot girls..  

Al_dente_: hmmmm. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm now now kelli  

kelli-: up to the pole 

kelli-: grins  

scarlett2angel: winks as my tits feel some cool air flow around them  

kelli-: moves to my feet and behind you 

Al_dente_: catches glimpses thru the hanging hair 

kelli-: stands looking over my "captive"  

scarlett2angel: makes them even firmer looks back over my shoulder smiles and lets my 

hair tickle eachone as i stand there helpless  

kelli-: hands move over her body slowly  

kelli-: around her  

Al_dente_: watching kelli's hands move...... 

kelli-: up her torso 

vazziy: ohhh Kelli  

Al_dente_: following their progress 

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes tosses my head back so my tits can be seen more  

kelli-: past the sides of her boobs barely touching the beautiful more than handfuls 

kelli-: leans over her back  

Al_dente_: watches the fingers brush.. 

kelli-: kissing her back 

scarlett2angel: puursss and bites my bottom lip letting everyone know what this is doing 

to me 

kelli-: hands move to the center 

kelli-: slowly down  

kelli-: memorizing every inch on the way down 

cptfire35: hurry.cant take much more 



Al_dente_: sees Scarlett squirm a little 

kelli-: over her boobs .. coutinuing down over her ribs and tummie as I kiss down her 

back 

scarlett2angel: opens and closes my eyes moanss and lets the whole room see my legs 

tremble but grips the bar more as kelli touches me where i havent been touched in so 

long 

kelli-: hands stop around her waist and hips 

kelli-: slips my fingers under the waist band 

scarlett2angel: arcdhs my back thrusts my ass up and rolls my hips  

Al_dente_: gulps as the fingers slide under the waistband 

kelli-: my teeth pull the back of the thong 

kelli-: slowly slips the thong down  

Al_dente_: shifts in my chair.... 

kelli-: lets it go with my teeth at the top of her thighs 

scarlett2angel: parts my thighs more as i feel the tug of my thong makes me gasp but 

smile at how sexy this is 

Al_dente_: watching it slowly slide 

kelli-: watching as the thong falls to the stage 

scarlett2angel: blushs as i stand there helpless and totally naked now 

kelli-: smiles as I admire my work 

scarlett2angel: looks around rocks my hips and winks in the mirror 

Al_dente_: smiles with Kelli... beautiful work on a beautiful woman 

kelli-: dancing around the pole to infront of scarlett 

scarlett2angel: puurssss come here  

kelli-: my hands move slowly up my almost nude body.. taunting her 

Al_dente_: eyes take in all Scarletts beauty 

vazziy: *quietly takes a seat * 

kelli-: cupping my smaller but perky boobs.. my fingers around the hard nipples 

scarlett2angel: thrusts my wet body against kellis as my hands grip the pole more  

kelli-: crushing my body against the cold metal .. thrusting hard to the beat 

kelli-: eyes on scarletts 

Bee_passionately_blue: smiles at the woman behind the bar - being so hospitable.  

kelli-: pulling scarlett against the pole  

scarlett2angel: hisssses as my lips squeeze together rocks my hips and lets my tits move 

under my hair sending chils down my spine  

kelli-: kissing her neck and down her collar bone 

kelli-: reaching into the front of my thong and pulling out the "key" unlocking scarlett's 

hands from the pole 

scarlett2angel: groans even more .....leans back so you can lick lower and let everyone 

watch 

Al_dente_: eyes on scarlett 

kelli-: licks your chest .. almost to your nipples 

scarlett2angel: before kelli can move i slide my hands down the pole grabs her hips and 

tugs her thong down and off as my body grinds against the pole 



kelli-: grinds my body on the other side of the pole as I stare into scarletts eyes 

Al_dente_: smiles...  woo hoo 

Al_dente_: eyes fixed on the two naked womenn.. both so beautiful 

kelli-: our boobs pressing together around the pole 

scarlett2angel: looks deep into yours pins you against me and the pole as my hands grip 

your ass using the music to dance with you 

kelli-: smiles as I shaddow your moves 

kelli-: licks my lips 

scarlett2angel: winks as my tits crush against yours as the pole slides up and down 

between them 

kelli-: takes your hands  

kelli-: giggles 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm kelli  

Al_dente_: enjoying the two girls close and moving together 

kelli-: dances away from the pole 

kelli-: hand in hand 

scarlett2angel: interlocks our fingers as we dance with the pole still between us 

kelli-: omg .. this song 

kelli-: LOL  

scarlett2angel: spins around and winks as we try to dance to this 

cptfire35: wow 

kelli-: moves away from the pole  

kelli-: hand in hand 

kelli-: toward the cage 

kelli-: we do a hot little totally nude dance 

vazziy: *watching as the dancers move away*  

kelli-: into the cage 

scarlett2angel: tugs as i see where we are going opens the door and moaves up the small 

stairs pulling you with me 

kelli-: slams the cage closed and backs into you dancing 

scarlett2angel: blows kisses to the men and spins around in the cage 

kelli-: dances "cheek to cheek" .. giggles 

Al_dente_: catches the kisses... wathing intently 

scarlett2angel: winks back at kelli letting my arms wave over my head letting my boobs 

been seen even more now 

kelli-: gets into the faster beat 

vazziy: *focus ..... turns to scarlett* 

kelli-: slowly turns doing a slinky dance 

scarlett2angel: rubs cheek to cheek as the beat gets faster rocks my shoulders as my 

fingertips tugs you closer  

kelli-: moves in close  

scarlett2angel: winks and bumps tits to tits  

FoolishHeart26: smiles from my corner as the playful seductress dancers tease the men 

kelli-: dirty dancing with you as we rock to the beat 



kelli-: hands pulling you against me 

kelli-: mmmmmmmmmm 

scarlett2angel: whimpers ...smiles and rolls my hips and tummy with yours  

kelli-: one more song .. then I have to keep a promise 

Al_dente_: admires the gorgeous women... thinking how uniquely beautiful they are. 

scarlett2angel: slides one hand down to your ass cups one cheek as my other hand slides 

up into your hair as we move with eachother 

kelli-: we are sooo different physically yet.. we match LOL 

kelli-: pressing harder into you 

kelli-: hands grip your ass as my hips thrust .. your leg between mine 

vazziy: *entranced by the two seductive women dancing*  

FoolishHeart26: purrfuckly match for each other.. grins 

kelli-: smiles as I hump your thigh .. dancing wildly  

kelli-: hands pulling you tight 

Al_dente_: thinks that thigh might be a bit damp now..... 

kelli-: mmm hmmmm 

kelli-: smiles .. and opens the cage door 

scarlett2angel: stumbles out of the cage  

kelli-: grabs your hand 

scarlett2angel: catches my breath and takes your hand again 

kelli-: no Draz so no Robes 

scarlett2angel: we better run then 

kelli-: nah.. just walk fast LOL 

kelli-: down the back steps 

scarlett2angel: giggles tugs and moves to the stairs  

kelli-: grabs my back pack on the way past to the elevator 

scarlett2angel: skips and waves bye to the men  

scarlett2angel: they didnt see much lol 

kelli-: see you later guys.. I made a promise  

Al_dente_: no 

kelli-: HAHAHAHAHA.. ohhhhh yes they did 

Al_dente_: yep we saw lots 

kelli-: the two nude bodies move into the elevator  

Al_dente_: and not just when you were walking 

scarlett2angel: steps into the elevator waits for the door to close then kisses kelli hard as 

i push her against the side wall 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm godddddd fummbles to push the buton as my lips tug on 

yours  

Al_dente_: watches the evevator doors close 

Al_dente_: sits for a minute... waiting for the blood to return to my brain.... 

Al_dente_: rises awkwardly from my seat... heading towards the revolving door and 

home!!! 

Al_dente_: the revolving door hitting me in the ass 

Bee_passionately_blue: good night all  



 

kelli-: rolls my hips to the beat ... grinding as I dance 

kelli-: pulls my hair up with my fingers and lets it fall behind me 

kelli-: head back .. moving to the beat.. leaning back .. dancing as your hands hold me 

from falling 

scarlett2angel: grips Your hair ....tugs some as my legs bounce You with the tune and 

makes sure to grip Your back with my fingers keeping You from falling onto the floor 

kelli-: legs tighten .. holding me in place... leaning back to whorizontal .. thrusting to the 

tune straight up  

scarlett2angel: looks out over the room....slips my hands up Your back to Your shoulders 

squeezes and looks deep into Your eyes 

FoolishHeart26:  smiles watching the girls moving seductively to the insatiable song..  

scarlett2angel: puurssssssss and tilts my head so my hair tickles Your cheek as we move 

to the song  

kelli-: feels your hands pull the top tight under my boobs as I continue to dance 

Al_dente_: notices the top has ridden up a little... 

kelli-: leans back more .. body tightens .. to hold my weight  

kelli-: head and hair hanging down  

scarlett2angel: grips Your shoulders ..tugging the top up some as my eyes look deep into 

Yours  

kelli-: midriff bare from the top of my shorts to the roundness of the bottoms of my 

boobs showing  

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhh likes this song 

FoolishHeart26: swooonss to the tuneeee watching Kelli and Scarlett.. 

kelli-: moans with the song as I feel your eyes all over me 

scarlett2angel: rocks Kelli side to side in my hands...as my knees push up making Her 

move closer 

kelli-: tightens my legs more.. thrusting and grinding as I pull myself up  

scarlett2angel: wiggles and bucks on the chair....draz would do this  

kelli-: draz would have expanded those leg holes and me with them if I had him like this 

FoolishHeart26: bites my lip.. running my hand from my neck and cups my breasts as I my veins 

intoxicated by the song and the sight of Scarlett and Kelli..  

kelli-: LAFFSSSS 

FoolishHeart26: now I'm in trouble 

kelli-: pulls myself up to sitting .. watching scarletts incredible blue eyes as I dance with 

my arms (and the top) high 

Al_dente_: <calls up the laundry service for an express delivery of towels...... 

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes squeezes Kellis shoulders more..and rocks in the chair 

making it move with us 

kelli-: lets my head move back .. facing up .. eyes close as I rock my body to the beat  

kelli-: my hands find scarletts shoulders  

kelli-: see you later 



scarlett2angel: opens my eyes....bites my bottom lip and purrsssss as my fingertips slde 

back down to the small of Your back tugs and  

r a z:  >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>AFK 

kelli-: smiles as I dance with you.. thinking the singer sounds alot like you ...  

kelli-: thinks.. thursday? .. oh yeah 

kelli-: I'm glad I'm not Pal ... sucks when you are past due  

kelli-: you think.. ok.. who?? .. when???  

kelli-: oh shit.. not him 

FoolishHeart26: sucks and denies you to cumm..  that is pal 

kelli-: gotta hate that heart 

kelli-: smiles at Al as my hips rock to the beat  

FoolishHeart26: yep 

Al_dente_: trys to ignore the groaning in the corner ....   masked only slightly by the 

music 

kelli-: who's in the corner? 

scarlett2angel: squeezes Kelli's hips ..as She makes me puurrrrrrr with Her movements 

and grinds up  

Al_dente_: you two..... 

kelli-: we are in a bar chair at the bar  

Al_dente_: lol  oooo k 

scarlett2angel: we are going to break it too 

kelli-: I'm the shy type.. I don't need to hide in a corner 

Al_dente_: that sound reverberates 

kelli-: it's scarletts relatively deep moaning  

kelli-: like that 

kelli-: giggles 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhh yessssssssssss rocks and moanssssssss in Your ear 

Al_dente_: sounds like a happy moan to me ..  

kelli-: runs my hands down your sides  

kelli-: omg listen to that  

scarlett2angel: omggggggggggggggggg 

scarlett2angel: groanssssssssssss more as my lower body moves to the rhtyum of this 

song ..grinding my back against the bar as i grind up against the sexy woman in my lap 

kelli-: runs my hands slowly up your rib cage .. thumbs on either side of your center line.. 

eyes locked on yours as I slowly sway to the music 

kelli-: my little shorts riding up the tops of my thighs until they are tight against my body  

scarlett2angel: puursssssssss as my eyes look You up and down.....grips Your shorts tugs 

them and nibbles on Your neck as we rock side to side 

kelli-: shorts are getting shorter from both top and bottom .. pretty soon they will be a 

band  

Al_dente_: <takes delivery of the towels....   discreetly leaves a pile on the bar, and takes 

a couple to heart..... 

kelli-: laffs at Al and hands him one 



FoolishHeart26: giggles..  Ssshhh.. Al.  

Al_dente_: it's ok... kelli... I kept the complimentary box of sure size tissues 

Al_dente_: super^ 

kelli-: hands heart another one... just for safety sake .. giggles 

kelli-: tissues.. sheesh .. you know how I feel about those..  

scarlett2angel: smiles at Kelli as my fingertips slide back up Your back pushing Your top 

up as i kiss You and grinds my chest against Yours  

Al_dente_: yeah, but I'm trying to be discreet here 

kelli-: like we are, right? 

kelli-: discreet  

Al_dente_: lol 

FoolishHeart26: lol.. Al just hand me a couple and you too..?... well what can I say... the room has 

been teasing my senses for couple of hours now... giggles 

kelli-: hiding in plain sight 

scarlett2angel: looks like someone is going to be washing a bunch of towels 

scarlett2angel: giggles as my body moves on the bar stool ..snaps my fingers an pulls 

Kelli against me as this song starts 

kelli-: sways .. nip to nip as the slow song does nothing but make things worse 

scarlett2angel: this song makes me rock up and back my back grinds against the bar and 

lifts Kelli up and down on my knees as we dance to this  

kelli-: turns around on your lap.. presses back against you .. feeling your hands wrap 

around my hips .. my hands high .. rocking back and forth 

FoolishHeart26: squeezes my legs so tight together.. trying to hard to ignore the throbbing lady 

boner between my legs as I watch Kelli and Scarlett 

scarlett2angel: puursss in Your ear as my hands grip Your tummy..rocking my lower body 

with the tune as i look at Al and Heart over Your shoulder  

kelli-: my hands move down .. one covering yours as you explore me 

Al_dente_: smiles.. following the hands 

kelli-: my shorts still high on my thighs and low around my waist as your hands moves 

slowly on my skin 

scarlett2angel: winks at Al Kelli sure knows how to dance?? 

Al_dente_: yep... and you know how to enjoy...... 

kelli-: huh? dance.. oh yeah 

scarlett2angel: pushs against Her as my hands slide up Her white top pushing it up so 

both of You can see her tight tummy as it sways side to side  

FoolishHeart26: erotic sensual dancing that is... you both are sooo hotttt!! 

Al_dente_: notices where your hands are as you hold it so high 

kelli-: working my body around and around .. leaning back against scarlett .. my legs 

moving up and feet on the bar 

scarlett2angel: puursssssssss in Kellis ear ,,tugs it with my teeth as my hands cup Her 

breasts under the white top..and moves my hips with Hers while tring to remembering 

the rules  

Al_dente_: Watches the outline of the hands under the top... caressing..... 



kelli-: laying my head back on scarletts shoulder .. my body moving to the music .. the 

wet crotch of my shorts plainly showing  

FoolishHeart26: licks my lips as my eyes wander to their playful hands and to the mmmm visible 

wetness showing.. giggles 

Al_dente_: hmmm kelli relaxing into Scarlett....   enjoying skin contact.... 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm Kelli kisses and nips on the nape of Your neck as my tits rub 

against Your back and lets my hands cup Your boobs under the top to pull You back 

against me harder 

kelli-: giggles at the song... I'd kill you LMAO kissss 

FoolishHeart26: giggles to the song...  

scarlett2angel: draz does this even when hes not here 

FoolishHeart26: can't help but stare how Scarlett's body reacts to Kelli's and vice versa 

scarlett2angel: groanss squeezes my fingers more and cant help but hum i want to fuck 

you to Kelli 

kelli-: if you could only stare .. umm.. giggles.. never mind 

kelli-: slips off your lap and holds out my hand 

FoolishHeart26: i think i know what you mean 

scarlett2angel: opens my eyes takes Your hand an tries to stand 

Al_dente_: pushes the elevator button so the doors will be ready and open..... 

kelli-: thank you Al as we get on the elevator 

scarlett2angel: stummbles in smiles and looks at Kelli 

scarlett2angel: where are You taking me? 

kelli-: elevator closes 

kelli-: straight to hell  

kelli-: smiles 

 
 
Kelli- 
kelli-: jumps down to the floor 

D r a z: here she comes ,,,gonna be hellove a show 

kelli-: does a crazy little dance 

kelli-: down the floor  

kelli-: around Al  

Al_dente_: woo hoo 

kelli-: leans forward in my tiny little red shirt 

Al_dente_: watches Kelli circle 

kelli-: wiggles my ass back and forth  

Al_dente_: smiles 

kelli-: the short skirt flapping under my butt 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: body rockin  

Al_dente_: watching the skirt fly up and down 

kelli-: clapping to the beat 



kelli-: dancing over past scarlett 

Al_dente_: watching the hips sway...... 

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle 

D r a z:  smiling watching kelli      rocking the place 

kelli-: spins  

kelli-: skirt flares 

scarlett2angel: winks as Kelli dances by so fast i can do anything 

kelli-: slows down  

kelli-: does a strutt .. pointing my toes as I move 

Al_dente_: eyes the srutt.. legs extending as she does 

kelli-: hand on my bare midriff  

kelli-: forcing my hips out to the sides as I strutt 

Al_dente_: the skirt jerking from side to side 

kelli-: circles them and glances over my shoulder at scarlett 

kelli-: bouncing my ass as I plant my feet and rolls my hips 

D r a z:  kelli'soutfit >> http://www.fatalwoman.com/sexy-two-piece-set.html 

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: run my hands up the front of the halter 

kelli-: under my hair 

Al_dente_: hmmmm very sexy 

kelli-: shakes my head .. pushing my hair back  

kelli-: holds it up as the song ends 

kelli-: hops up on the bar 

kelli-: shakes my finger at Draz as I move down the bar to the beat 

kelli-: wags my finger back and forth  

Al_dente_: wiggles in my seat to the beat as Kelli moves down the bar 

kelli-: leans back .. air guitar 

kelli-: leans forward  

D r a z: winks at kelli as she dances by 

kelli-: strokin guitar 

Al_dente_: wathes the top stretch open a little as she air guitars 

kelli-: hands move high .. body works in slinky s moves 

kelli-: knees bend 

D r a z:  that littel skiry flaring out 

kelli-: hips rotate 

kelli-: works the end of the song 

kelli-: legs moving high  

kelli-: like I'm sneaking down the bar 

Al_dente_: loves the view as the skirt flares high 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli sneak down the bar with glimpses along her thighs  

kelli-: turns infront of al 

Al_dente_: gulps..... 

kelli-: toes the edge of the bar 

Al_dente_: smiles into kellis eyes..... 



kelli-: pulls my hair back 

kelli-: hips thrust to the heavy beat 

kelli-: little skirt bouncing up and down 

Al_dente_: eyes glued to the thrusting hips 

Al_dente_: flashes of under the skirt 

kelli-: hips double the beat  

kelli-: facing up  

kelli-: eyes close 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

D r a z:  watchig those wandering hands  

Al_dente_: follows the hands... the red nails matching the fabric 

kelli-: hands move down my bare skin 

kelli-: to the top of the skirt 

Al_dente_: watching... wondering 

kelli-: fingers slip around the waist band 

Al_dente_: shifts in my chair 

kelli-: slowly move the skirt down over my hips 

Al_dente_: swallows.... mouth dry..... 

D r a z: smiles watching  the   skirt drop  down the hips 

kelli-: lets the boys wonder for a second  

kelli-: anything under that skirt??? 

Al_dente_: hmmm weve seen it fly up     

FoolishHeart26: peeks and smiles at the sexy dancer 

kelli-: slips the skirt down my hips 

Al_dente_: delicious...... 

kelli-: lets it drop to the floor exposing a red one of these 

kelli-: http://www.yandy.com/Low-Rise-G-String.php 

D r a z: such a small thing  

kelli-: steps out of the skirt and dances in a circle  

kelli-: bends with my knees straight .. facing the back of the bar 

kelli-: bouncing my ass to the beat 

kelli-: swivels 

kelli-: turns ... to profile 

Al_dente_: loves the sight........ 

kelli-: plays air guitar  

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat as I lean back 

Al_dente_: just see a sring around the profiled hips 

D r a z: smiles looking at the lithe body  moving in harmony with the  tune  

kelli-: drops to my knees at the edge of the bar  

kelli-: leans back playing air guitar 

kelli-: hand move to my body 

kelli-: leans back farther 

kelli-: farther 



kelli-: head on the bar behind me 

kelli-: thrusting straight up 

Al_dente_: the top coming further apart as she leans....... 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli   as she slides down to the br , 

kelli-: collapse 

Al_dente_: woo hoo 

D r a z:   stands an d applauds ,,,,, ,great dance kelli ,,,,,,,,,,,, 

Al_dente_: stands to applaud 

D r a z:   wioo hoo] 

kelli-: thank you  

Al_dente_: yeah kelli!! 

kelli-: grabs my skirt off the bar 

kelli-: thanks guys 

kelli-: slips the skirt back on 

D r a z: hugs kelli   great dance  

kelli-: thanx for the great music D... bi bi 

FoolishHeart26: another reason for me to check on higjlights again Kelli..  

kelli-: wasn't all that great heart 

 

 

 

kelli-: stands on my chair .. slowly rolling my hips to the beat and turning slowly to model 

my gift 

touchdown366: look awesome kelli 

kelli-: I love the snug fit bottoms and the high boy cut ... it's awesome 

FoolishHeart26: it suits you very well Kelli 

kelli-: dancing in my chair .. .hands over my head  

kelli-: showing off my new outfit 

touchdown366: very sexy 

kelli-: stepping over to the bar 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at the dancer as her outfit compliments your body 

kelli-: does a little samba type dance 

touchdown366: it does very well 

kelli-: turns and moves mi bootay to the beat 

kelli-: giggles .. Bee Gees 

touchdown366: nice booty tune 

Al_dente_: watches the hips.. encased in the snug material 

kelli-: sorta al .. they are low cut hip hugger style.. I love them 

kelli-: dancing to the disco beat 

kelli-: one hand on my tummie.. striking the pose 

kelli-: breaking into a little dance 

FoolishHeart26: claps my hands .. mmmm 



kelli-: smiles wide at heart as I slowly turn  

touchdown366: nice moves on the dance floor 

kelli-: working my hips as I turn 

FoolishHeart26: smiles back and winks at her..  work it girl.. !  

kelli-: both hands moving along the flare of my hips and around my waist 

Al_dente_: lights glinting off the snaps 

kelli-: up under  my lil boobies .. moving to the beat 

touchdown366: yes 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: breaks into a dance 

kelli-: head bobbing hard.. hair flying 

kelli-: bending my knees .. lowering almost to the bar 

kelli-: slinky s moves 

touchdown366: love the way you dance kelli 

Al_dente_: hmmm  taking in the moves 

FoolishHeart26: eyes follow her every moves and smiles 

kelli-: drops to my knees at the edge of the bar ... lets apart .. upper body going wild 

kelli-: legs 

kelli-: hair flying  

FoolishHeart26: oh woww.. eyes widen as her legs spread apart 

Al_dente_: the fabric stretching 

touchdown366: and streching 

kelli-: perfect fit bottoms hang with me as I move 

kelli-: arms over my head .. slowly waving back and forth as the music changes 

kelli-: leans back .. thrusting to the wild rhythms 

kelli-: hair hanging down behind me 

kelli-: roll over my back to my feet  

Al_dente_: yikes.. nice move 

touchdown366: speechless here 

kelli-: moving my hips and ass to the tune 

kelli-: does a lttle rhymic walk down the bar 

FoolishHeart26: mmm nice moving hips. smiles 

kelli-: jumps up on the stage pole and spins  

touchdown366: great spins 

kelli-: legs wrapping tightly .. hands release .. leaning back 

kelli-: humping the pole to the beat  

kelli-: thrusting hard  

FoolishHeart26: feels even more envious to the pole 

touchdown366: watching intently 

kelli-: one hand holding on  

kelli-: almost standing  

kelli-: pushing myself high  

kelli-: arms wrap the pole  

kelli-: above my head 



Al_dente_: eyes follow the stretching curves 

kelli-: eyes close as my body crushes against the pole .. thrusting  

touchdown366: they dont teach those moves at dance school 

Al_dente_: lol  all depends if it's a pole dancing school! 

kelli-: moving around the pole, peeking out as the song ends 

kelli-: head drops back ... hair hanging down 

kelli-: arms out straight .. leaning back  

kelli-: hips thrusting in time to the beat 

kelli-: pole mount rattling the stage as I hump and thrust hard  

touchdown366: omg eyes wide open 

Al_dente_: watches the hips thrusting back and forth 

kelli-: hangs over backward hanging from my tightly wrapped legs 

FoolishHeart26: mumbles sweet gezsus.. amazed and swoons to her graceful moves 

kelli-: extends my hands and arms down to the floor of the stage .. hand stand .. ass 

against the pole 

kelli-: grrrinnnddingggg 

kelli-: boobs about to fall out of the halter top 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmss the erotic grindingg 

touchdown366: smiles as killi grindsssssssssssssssssss 

touchdown366: so excited cant even spell kelli 

kelli-: flips to my feet  

kelli-: wild dance to the funky music 

Al_dente_: and the boobs fall back in..... 

kelli-: hands move up my body  

kelli-: standing with my feet apart facing you 

kelli-: hips thrusting left right left right  

kelli-: hands move under my boobs 

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Kelli.. claps as she dance.  

FoolishHeart26: oh myy 

Al_dente_: follows the hands 

kelli-: fingertips follow the edge of the halter as my body sways and my hips move to the 

song 

kelli-: my hard nipples poking the thin material  

Al_dente_: heh  I noticed..... 

kelli-: hands cup the small orbs  

kelli-: hips circle  

FoolishHeart26: licks my lips at the sight of her perky nips poking under her outfit 

kelli-: thumbs slowly run across the hard nips poking through the top 

Al_dente_: shifts in my seat 

kelli-: as the music starts .. my hips pick up the beat 

FoolishHeart26: ohh gawdd.  tries to look away from her teasing dance.. but. can't. biting my 

thumb 

kelli-: hands move down my body  

kelli-: around my waist 



kelli-: hips 

Al_dente_: watches the fingertips 

kelli-: down to my thighs 

kelli-: hips bounce to the beat 

kelli-: leaning back as my fingers trace around my uppermost thighs 

FoolishHeart26: intently watching her wandering hands and fingertips as she dance 

kelli-: hips roll and thrust  

kelli-: fingertips trace up the center line of my tight low cut boy pants 

Al_dente_: following the finger 

kelli-: music slows as do my body movements 

kelli-: hands move up  

FoolishHeart26: gasps at how hot she is as she tease her audience 

kelli-: eyes close as my body sways .. head moves back .. facing up 

kelli-: fingers circle the snaps between and just under my boobs 

FoolishHeart26: mmm.. yess.. so sensual.. so erotic..  

kelli-: hips thrust to the slow beat  

klimtcaravaggio: watches Kelli. 

kelli-: fingers pop the top snap open  

Al_dente_: suddenly realises how dry my mouth is...... 

kelli-: slowly dance.. turning my back .. hair handing down swaying 

FoolishHeart26: holds my breath as she start to snap one..  

kelli-: the halter loosens  

 

kelli-: leans forward.. arching my back .. halter slipping off my shoulders 

Al_dente_: watches it slip...... 

kelli-: pushing my arms back  

kelli-: letting it fall the the stage floor 

Al_dente_: leans forward... watching intently 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh sweeettt.... bites my lip as her top falls down.. revealing her proud perky 

breasts 

kelli-: my bunns mostly exposed by the low cut high arched boy shorts 

FoolishHeart26: breasts* 

kelli-: moves my hips to the slowish beat .. hair swaying  

Al_dente_: admires the beauty of kelli's curves.... 

kelli-: slowly turning .. revealing my bare upper body 

kelli-: hands high over my head 

kelli-: hips swivel in S moves 

kelli-: slinky dance 

kelli-: hands on my body 

kelli-: slowly moving over my skin 

kelli-: slipping over my boobs  

kelli-: hard nipples trapped between my fingers 

FoolishHeart26: my eyes wander all over her sexiness...  

Al_dente_: watches the fingers move over the hard nipples 



vazziy: watching Kelli's hands .. 

kelli-: fingers crush, brush and twist  

Al_dente_: hmmmmmm 

kelli-: moves in a slow dance behind the pole 

kelli-: hand move up over my head around the pole 

kelli-: as I "hide" behind it 

kelli-: crushing my body against the cold, rigid metal  

Al_dente_: you may be small kelli, but not that small! 

FoolishHeart26: hardly breathing and absentmindedly cups and kneads mine as if it was Kelli's.. 

shakes my head.. ohh geezz.. the woman is driving me insane 

vazziy: wishing the pole wasnt there 

kelli-: legs wrap  

kelli-: hips thrust to the new beat 

kelli-: eyes close 

kelli-: my face against the pole 

kelli-: eyes close  

kelli-: body crushed against it 

kelli-: hips thrusting harder 

Al_dente_: breasts out each side of the pole 

kelli-: on hand moves down 

kelli-: over my body 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

Al_dente_: follows the hand 

kelli-: down to the snaps on my boy pants 

FoolishHeart26: mmmm..move it lower girl..  

kelli-: legs wrap the pole tightly with my feet still on the floor 

vazziy: mezmerized by Kelli's motoins 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: my other hand moving down  

kelli-: hand pop the top snaps 

kelli-: hands 

kelli-: hips thrusting  

kelli-: more of my skin exposed  

Al_dente_: gulps.... 

kelli-: hips roll to the new slow music 

kelli-: eyes close .. facing up .. hair hanging down my back  

kelli-: baby baby ooooo ooooooo 

FoolishHeart26: groanss at Kelli's sight and to the sensual beat 

kelli-: hips thrust hard ever 4th beat 

Al_dente_: the top bit of the midle panel hangs down now the thet top snaps are free..... 

kelli-: hand moves across my freshly exposed skin  

kelli-: as my hips crush my lower body against the pole in a slow, hard push  

kelli-: comes out of the trance as the music changes 

kelli-: dancing out from behind the pole  



kelli-: slowly turns as I dance..  

klimtcaravaggio: beautiful. 

kelli-: wagging my ass to the beat and my fingers turn down the top band of my boy 

shorts 

FoolishHeart26: mmm.. that's it.. smiless 

kelli-: two snaps on each side keeping them in place 

kelli-: hands move over my head as my body gyrates to the music 

kelli-: body moves in slinky S moves to the blues 

FoolishHeart26: ohh bluesss...  

kelli-: hands move up over my ribs 

kelli-: under my boobs  

kelli-: hips slowly circle  

kelli-: slowly turning toward you 

kelli-: back up against the pole 

FoolishHeart26: squeezes my crossed legs tighter.. biting my lower lip 

kelli-: pressing my ass and back against the pole  

kelli-: hands grasp the pole over my head 

kelli-: deep dark brown eyes spot Draz as he sits at the bar 

Al_dente_: eyes the narrower boy shorts 

kelli-: hips grind my ass against the pole as my tongue licks my lips 

D r a z: waves up at kelli 

kelli-: smiles  

FoolishHeart26: mmmm.. ass so fine.. smiles 

kelli-: pressing my head back against the pole .. facing up .. eyes close 

kelli-: move my feet around the pole so I'm behind it 

kelli-: hands slowly move down the pole 

kelli-: to my hips  

kelli-: aligning my self with the pole as my fingers pop one more snap on each hip 

Al_dente_: ut oh...... 

kelli-: letting the material fall .. only held by one pair of snaps 

kelli-: legs wrap the pole 

FoolishHeart26: gasps at another opened snap.. 

kelli-: hands stretch up over my head around the pole 

kelli-: which splits my body  

kelli-: slowly grinding against the pole  

FoolishHeart26: ohh what a sight... eyes widening with desire 

Al_dente_: not much holdin it on now... 

kelli-: pole slowly rubbing up and down between my legs 

kelli-: leaning back .. hands move to my ribs 

kelli-: head back ... 

kelli-: legs wrapped tightly around the pole for support 

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: hips pick up the beat  

FoolishHeart26: hmmms to the tuneee and the sizzling hot dancer 



kelli-: thrusting  

klimtcaravaggio: She knows how to move. 

kelli-: straightens up behind the pole 

D r a z: smiles watching the hips      

kelli-: hips sway 

kelli-: hands move down 

kelli-: pop one snap 

Al_dente_: the remaining snaps holding on valiantly!! 

Al_dente_: was...... 

FoolishHeart26: ohh myyyy...  

kelli-: move around the pole .. back to you 

kelli-: hands hold the pole .. leaning forward ..  

kelli-: reaching down  

kelli-: pops the last snap as the boy pants fall to the stage 

Al_dente_: woo hoo  ! 

FoolishHeart26: whistlesssss...  

kelli-: sways my ass to the beat 

kelli-: hugs the pole 

Al_dente_: admiring the beauty of the curves again 

kelli-: thrusting  

D r a z: watches the bare ass asitswaysto  the tune  

kelli-: ass moves in circles to the beat 

FoolishHeart26: ravishes her sexiness with my eyes..  

kelli-: klimt up zee pole 

kelli-: wraps my legs and leans back  

Al_dente_: hmmm those breasts.... 

klimtcaravaggio: My pole is definitely up, if that's what you mean? 

klimtcaravaggio: lol 

kelli-: swinging around .. locking my legs over my head upside down 

kelli-: handing upside down facing you 

kelli-: dancing to the beat 

Al_dente_: great view!!!! 

klimtcaravaggio: You are very sensuous. 

kelli-: my entire body exposed to your view 

kelli-: slips down .. onto my hands and rocks over to my feet  

FoolishHeart26: smiles at Kelli admiring her exposed gorgeous body 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: eyes closes and I lean back 

kelli-: farther 

Al_dente_: ohhhhh   nice...... 

klimtcaravaggio: beautiful. 

kelli-: head touching the floor behind me 

FoolishHeart26: delectable 

kelli-: thrusting as the song ends 



kelli-: collapse 

Al_dente_: yeah!!!! 

D r a z: stands and aplauds our sensuous dancer .......Bravo   bravo 

Al_dente_: stands awkwardly to applaud 

kelli-: pulls myself back up to my knees 

D r a z: walksover  to the stage with a LAB robe and holds it open for kelli  

FoolishHeart26: Yessss!! stands and applauds the ever so sexy dancer..!! 

kelli-: backs into the robe  

D r a z: smiles and wraps it round kelli and ties  the belt  

Al_dente_: watches the gorgeous body dissapear into the robe 

kelli-: my fully shaved nude body being wrapped  

kelli-: leans back into Draz 

D r a z:  smiles and gives kelli a  squeeze,,,,,,,bravo   keli very sexy 

kelli-: looks up over my head and smiles  

FoolishHeart26: grinss as her nakedness still lingers in my mind.... great as always Kelli!! 

kelli-: ooo my god  

kelli-: that was ... wheeewwww  

kelli-: fans my face 

Al_dente_: great dance kelli 

D r a z:  woo  hoo  ,,,, kelli ........... walks her over  to the bar 

kelli-: smiles at Al... you have great taste in clothing as does Draz .. grins wide  

Al_dente_: smiles 

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool water...  pours into a shaker 

with with some ground ice..shakes vigorously.......strains  and pours into a tall glass over 

a twist of lemon ...slides it over to kelli  *winks 

kelli-: kisssssssssssssssssssssssss.. thank you 

 

 

kelli-: unbuttons the top three buttons of my uniform  

kelli-: eyes close.. does a little hesitation sway  

kelli-: good song  

D r a z: smiles  watching the swaying  

dirtyrpgirl: cant go wrong with delbert, kelli 

kelli-: jumps down to the dance floor 

kelli-: slowly dances out to the floor 

kelli-: hands move around and around  

RocketManFL: claps for kelli  

Al_dente_: watches Kelli swaying 

kelli-: picks up the beat 

kelli-: swirls 

kelli-: hands move to my belt 

kelli-: unhooks it  



kelli-: pulls it out of the loops 

Al_dente_: follows the belt as it slides out of the loops 

kelli-: moving to the tune 

RocketManFL: watching and clapping  

kelli-: flips the belt over my shoulders 

kelli-: the black khakis work down my hips 

dirtyrpgirl: wb heart!!..hugssssssssssssss 

FoolishHeart26: ty Al.. hugs 

D r a z: smiles watching the wriggling   of  the body as the   trousers fall 

kelli-: hips move left and right to the new tune 

Al_dente_: hmmmm  see's the pants moving lower 

   kelli-: hands move over my head  

kelli-: hips thrust left left right right 

kelli-: waist band moves down over my hips  

kelli-: watching the eyes watch me as I feel the pants fall  

RocketManFL: woo hoo keli  

Al_dente_: The half open sirt adding to the intrigue 

kelli-: the shirt tails like a high thigh high dress  

kelli-: dances out of the pants 

Al_dente_: hmm sees the gorgeous legs and thighs emerge 

D r a z: hello wonder  

kelli-: turns my back to the bar and wiggles my butt to the beat 

RocketManFL: slaping bar to beat as i watch kell's butt  

kelli-: pulls the shirt off one shoulder  

kelli-: looks over the bare shoulder and winks 

Al_dente_: buttons straining 

kelli-: works my body under the shirt to the song 

kelli-: hands move over my head.. knees bend 

kelli-: sides of the shirt move high on my hips 

kelli-: thin waist band showing 

Al_dente_: hmmmm  enjoying the curves 

D r a z: smiles watching  the shirt tails flap  

kelli-: hands high .. thrusting to the beat 

FoolishHeart26: smiles watching Kelli's dance to the tuneeeeeee 

kelli-: swirls my head .. hair flying to the new song 

kelli-: bobbing my head up and down .. hair trying to follow if gravity allows 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

Al_dente_: watching her body twist and move 

kelli-: hips moving in circles 

FoolishHeart26: show what your momma gave yahhh............ 

kelli-: gathers the shirt tight around my waist 

kelli-: thrusting in time to the beat  

kelli-: hands move to the front of the shirt 

FoolishHeart26: hmmmm.. nice tight tummy...  



kelli-: unbuttons the lowest button 

Al_dente_: and sexy underwear for work!!! 

kelli-: dancing hard .. tight flashing you 

kelli-: thighs  

dirtyrpgirl: ohhh?..okies cool draz!!!..thankies 

dirtyrpgirl: cool heart, thanks!!...hugssssssssss 

Al_dente_: Watching the slinky moves 

kelli-: doing a quick little skip step over to the boys 

kelli-: dancing around your chairs 

Al_dente_: smiles as the dancer moves closer 

kelli-: hands high over my head.. wiggle wiggle wiggle to the crazy beat 

Al_dente_: eyes on the hips moving side to side 

kelli-: moves closer to Al  

Al_dente_: shifts my legs as she gets closer 

kelli-: the two buttons left holding the shirt on me 

kelli-: slowly turns as the music starts to end 

FoolishHeart26: ohh woww lucky Al.. 

dirtyrpgirl: takes fella's hand and leads him and his walker to the geriatric section of the 

room 

kelli-: that's the wonder part, he's still breathing 

wonderfella: he he 

D r a z: puts some tonic wine in front of him .drink upp  ol'chap  

dirtyrpgirl: yeps..lol 

Al_dente_: I'm only just breathing with kelli so close 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli  as she dances round the chairs 

kelli-: back up between Als knees .. moves my hips to the slower beat 

kelli-: bend waaayyy back and looks at AL  

Al_dente_: feeling her thighs rub agiast my inner thighs 

Al_dente_: smiles.. 

Al_dente_: peeking down the open shirt 

kelli-: catches you looking at my boobs 

Al_dente_: smiles..... 

kelli-: laffs and dances down the chairs to Draz 

D r a z: watchs as kelli dances over 

Al_dente_: fix ya profile and things might get better 

kelli-: facing you .. dancing close between your knees  

D r a z:  smiles as I watch kelli   between my thighs 

kelli-: slinky moves .. hands high .. the shirt tails giving you peeks at my high thighs and 

thong 

D r a z:  smiles seeing the silky  thighs and  the tiny  thong  

kelli-: tugs the lower button open .. sweeping my shirt open as my hands move to my 

hips 

kelli-: sways to the sexy song 

D r a z: grins to see the tiny patch covering and the slim body  



tigerzjill: smiles as i watch the amazing kelli dance 

Al_dente_: and now the tiny bra.... 

FoolishHeart26: watching Kelli sensually swayss... smilesss 

kelli-: the last button just below my boobs straining  

kelli-: legs straight .. bends at the waist ... whispers in Draz's ear 

D r a z: eyes  wander up  to the button   

D r a z: listens 

kelli-: take my breath away  

kelli-: straightens up and smiles .. swirling my hips in the tiny white thong 

D r a z: winks at kelli as she straightens up 

Al_dente_: notices there is not much to the thong 

kelli-: pulls the shirt tail to one side .. swirling it around and around .. dancing a sexy 

little dance to the new music 

kelli-: slowly turning  

D r a z: smiles watching the swinging hips  

Al_dente_: admires the beautiful curves as Kelli turns 

kelli-: watching Al inspect the thin band around my wiast and the verticle band than 

disappears  

Al_dente_: trust me.. been inspecting for a while! 

kelli-: works my ass to the beat 

kelli-: leans forward slightly  

D r a z: watches the  cheeks  shake to the beat 

kelli-: bouncing my ass .. flexing the muscles .. matching the rhythm 

Al_dente_: loves the exposed smooth skin 

kelli-: grabs the tail of the shirt and yanks it off over my head and tosses it up on the bar 

kelli-: tiny white bra keeping me legal  

D r a z:  catches the shirt and slips it in the back pack  

kelli-: watching heart watch me .. dances over and waves my hand infront of her eyes 

kelli-: bending at the waist .. swaying my ass  

Al_dente_: wacthes keelis beutiful body dance acros the floor 

kelli-: big grin as I know she's still breathing 

FoolishHeart26: chest heaving... ohh yesss.. barely breathing 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: hands move slowly up my body 

kelli-: stretches my body up  

kelli-: stands with my legs apart 

FoolishHeart26: that slow hand movements.. sweett...  

kelli-: working my hips left and right 

kelli-: jumps up onto the bar and dances down infront of everyone 

D r a z: looks up at kelli on the bar  

kelli-: giggles at the music 

kelli-: good one  

FoolishHeart26: tuneeee... 

dirtyrpgirl: she does it better than jr walker did!! 



kelli-: spins and faces the back of the bar 

kelli-: dancing slinky moves  

FoolishHeart26: looks up at Kelli.. admiring her sexiness..  

kelli-: body liquid  

kelli-: hands move slowly down my body 

kelli-: hips left left right right 

kelli-: slowly turns toward you to profile 

kelli-: facing up . ..eyes closed 

kelli-: hands move down to my hips 

Al_dente_: follows the hands 

Al_dente_: sliding over skin 

D r a z: looks up at the slow dancing kelli   tracing her shape with my eyes  

kelli-: fingers slip under the waist band 

kelli-: down .. tracing the leg bands tight on my body  

kelli-: hips working left and right to the tune 

D r a z: smiles up as the fingers tease  

kelli-: catching the waist band as my hands move up.. pulling it super tight between my 

legs 

Al_dente_: gulps... 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: deep camel toe as my hands stretch the material 

FoolishHeart26: ohh my.. bites my lip and smiles at Kelli 

kelli-: lets the bands snap back into place 

Al_dente_: eyes drawn to the cameltoe 

D r a z: startles to the snap  

kelli-: finger tips trace the leg bands 

kelli-: down..  

kelli-: down 

kelli-: around my body  

kelli-: join my legs 

kelli-: eyes close 

kelli-: leaning forward  

kelli-: fingertips move to the center 

kelli-: mouth slowly opens 

Al_dente_: sighs as kelli’s fingers move 

D r a z: eyes onn the fingertips  

FoolishHeart26: gasps at the sight of Kelli's slow seductive dance 

kelli-: finger pull forward and up as I look up with my eyes closed 

kelli-: nipples pressing hard to escape the confines of the tight tiny white bra 

kelli-: finger tracing the camel toe 

kelli-: gaspppp 

Al_dente_: sees the pleasure on Kelli's face 

kelli-: finger meets the top of the deeply V cut thong  

FoolishHeart26: sweeeet gezsusss Kelli...  



kelli-: smiles.. straightens up and does a slow slinky S move  

kelli-: smiles wide 

kelli-: eyes finally open  

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle 

kelli-: spins 

kelli-: ass moving to the beat 

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle 

kelli-: working my body in a samba  

D r a z: watches the change in body rythmn 

dirtyrpgirl: summer nights!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

kelli-: stands facing 

FoolishHeart26: willo willo ahhh!! 

kelli-: on one leg.. the left heel pounding the beat on the bar 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles...... 

kelli-: "slicking" my hair back  

dirtyrpgirl: tell me more, tell me more.................. 

kelli-: shaking my finger at the boys 

dirtyrpgirl: uh huhhhh ..uh huhhh.uhhh huh uh huhhhhhhhhhhh 

kelli-: hands on my hips 

kelli-: left left right right 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm..  

kelli-: sits on the edge of the bar 

D r a z: summer nights .  

kelli-: one foot on Draz the other on Al 

Al_dente_: feels the foot wiggling... 

kelli-: leaning forward.. hands on my legs 

kelli-: slips my feet slowly up your pants 

D r a z:   looks up at kelli  

kelli-: smiles  

FoolishHeart26: smiles.. watching Kelli teases the boys...  

Al_dente_: watches her body as the foot moves 

dirtyrpgirl: love the spanish theme to this tuneeeeeeeeeeeeee 

D r a z: great rythmn  

kelli-: flips over my back onto all fours 

kelli-: turns my back on you 

kelli-: up onto my knees  

Al_dente_: nice move 

kelli-: bouncing my body 

dirtyrpgirl: shakes my hiney to the tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

FoolishHeart26: mmmmm..  

kelli-: lays out on the bar 

D r a z: great   late night entertainment  

Al_dente_: eyes follow the contours..... 

kelli-: rolls face down 



kelli-: only things moving are my hips 

kelli-: and ass 

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: mechanically 

kelli-: hands and arms slowly move over my head as my hips and ass push 

kelli-: stretched out on the bar face down  

kelli-: hips double the beat 

kelli-: sits up on the edge of the bar 

D r a z: grins up  at  kelli  ........   on the edge   

kelli-: swings my legs to the tune 

D r a z: smiles at kelli ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,great dancing ........... holds out a LAB robe   

Al_dente_: nice legs 

kelli-: slips it on 

D r a z: slides the belt round the  waist and ties it  

dirtyrpgirl: love this tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

kelli-: thanks for the tunes DG 

dirtyrpgirl: yw's kelli!!!...smiles 

Al_dente_: nice dance kelli.... 

D r a z: can we get  you adrink kelli  ? 

kelli-: thanks al 

Al_dente_: smiles.... 

kelli-: some water please 

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool water...  pours into a shaker 

with with some ground ice..shakes vigorously.......strains  and pours into a tall glass over 

a twist of lemon ...slides it over to kelli  *winks 

 

 

kelli-: hips swivel as my body works the music 

kelli-: head back.. hips thrusting left left right right 

garrett523: *whistles for kelli* 

kelli-: hope your rocket explodes when you least expect it  

RocketManFL: lol ty kelli  

Gabriela92: watches Kelli as she revs her engine.... 

kelli-: slowly turns..  

kelli-: rolls my ass 

kelli-: waits for it 

redtail777: laffs 

garrett523: *smiles at the beautiful dancer* 

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hands just above my knees  

kelli-: bouncing my ass to the beat 

garrett523: *blows kelli a kiss* 



kelli-: hands move up my thighs 

kelli-: hands move to the leg bands of my skin tight boy short 

kelli-: hand cups the center as I do an MJ thrust  

D r a z: watches the  fingers   

garrett523: *whistles* 

kelli-: center finger traces the camel toe  

redtail777: watches for the front of teh camel's foot 

garrett523: *eyes following the finger* 

Gabriela92: careful of that camel toe, or Arya will come back and get excited. 

kelli-: deep dark eyes narrow as my lips suck that middle finger  

redtail777: feels the humidity 

garrett523: *licks his lips as he watches kelli* 

kelli-: hands slowly move down the bare skin of my body as my hips swivel to the beat 

Al_dente_: <watches Kelli's fingers as they trace the skin... 

kelli-: leans back ..  

redtail777: leans forward . .  

kelli-: does the two foot tina turner push with both feet 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar  

kelli-: slowly turns as every part of my little body moves to the beat 

garrett523: *claps for kelli* 

larry417: hi Gabriella 

kelli-: hair flying back and forth  

kelli-: hands on my hips feet apart, legs straight .. left leg pounding my heel on the bar to 

the rhythm 

kelli-: hair flying  

garrett523: very sexy kelli ! 

kelli-: slowly works down the bar  

kelli-: high stepping strutt  

D r a z: smiles watching kelli strut the bar 

kelli-: stops infront of Draz 

kelli-: leans forward .. shimmie 

redtail777: nose to toe 

D r a z: smiles watching the shoulder shake  

garrett523: *smiles watchin kelli work the room* 

Al_dente_: follows Draz's eyes as Kelli leans 

kelli-: beat changing as I lean forward . shimmie shimmie shimmie 

kelli-: small perkie boobies almost falling out of the tight top 

D r a z:  grins as i peek inside the top 

kelli-: arching my back .. hands behind my head 

kelli-: wiggle wiggle wiggle 

kelli-: straightens up 

garrett523: *enjoying watching the wiggle from hehind* 

D r a z: eyes right and left as kelli wiggles 

kelli-: legs apart .. hips thrust 



kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: upper body going crazy to the hot beat 

D r a z: eyes forward as the shorts thrust to me  

kelli-: hands move around the leg bands 

kelli-: left hand fans out on my tummie  

D r a z: ssmiles watching the fingers 

kelli-: right hand cupping my center  

kelli-: eyes close .. facing up .. hand tight 

kelli-: hips thrust 

kelli-: jumps into a wild dance  

D r a z: watches th e fingers   

kelli-: smiles  

kelli-: innocent look  

garrett523: *whistles* 

Al_dente_: watching the gorgeous body gyrating in the outfit 

kelli-: shaking my ass hard .. half out of the boy shorts 

kelli-: right hand moving in a circle over my head as I slowly turn  

D r a z: smiles watching the slimbody turn on the spot 

kelli-: leaning forward .. back to you .. back arched  

kelli-: ass cheeks bouncing . muscles flexing to the beat 

D r a z: looksup thebacksof  thethighs 

kelli-: legs straight .. thighs tight 

kelli-: leaning back .. hair hanging down  

kelli-: leaning waayyy back  

kelli-: rolls over backwards on my hands  

kelli-: end up in a push up position on the bar 

D r a z: grinswatching kelli roll back  to   push up 

garrett523: *his eyes wander up and down her body* damn 

kelli-: legs wide apart .. facing the back of the bar .. arms straight . hips thrusting  

kelli-: lowers to the bar .. rolls to my side  

kelli-: then to my back  

kelli-: shoulders and feet on the bar.. thrusting high  

kelli-: on my knees infront of the boys 

garrett523: *smiles to kelli* 

kelli-: hands move up my body  

Bee_passionately_blue: well considering how beautiful and how erotically you are 

dancing  

kelli-: finger pop the top snap on my top 

garrett523: *looks down to the snap and then up to meet kelli 

garrett523: s eyes* 

kelli-: pops the second snap as my hips thrust  

kelli-: hands move high  

kelli-: body shaking to the beat 

garrett523: *smiles wide as she does the second* 



kelli-: top barely staying with me 

kelli-: one snap left 

Al_dente_: the gap now big enough to catch glimpses of kelli's breasts 

D r a z: smiles watchig the top opening  

kelli-: hands move over my body  

kelli-: body rocking back and forth as my fingers trace the waist band 

kelli-: down my hips 

kelli-: to my thighs 

kelli-: slllooowwwwly up between my legs to the leg bands 

garrett523: `*smiles as his eyess follow her hands* 

Al_dente_: gulps... 

kelli-: watching the eyes watching me 

D r a z: smiles watching the fingers 

kelli-: gives everyone the finger with my right hand as I turn it down  

garrett523: *licks his lips waiting* 

kelli-: between my spread legs 

Gabriela92: squirms, watching Kelli tease... 

kelli-: slowly tracing the center crease in my boy shorts  

garrett523: *licks his lips more* 

kelli-: left hand slowly moves up my hip 

kelli-: finds the top snap of the shorts and pops it open 

D r a z: smiles  to hear it pop open 

Al_dente_: almost hears them snap... 

garrett523: *smile widens* 

kelli-: left hand slowly moves across the waist band as the blues causes my hips to slowly 

circle 

kelli-: fingers slowly move back across and my right hand finds the top right snap  

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

D r a z: grins watching the snapss open 

garrett523: *claps in anticipation* 

kelli-: pops the snap . the flap drops as my hand slowly trace the newly exposed skin 

kelli-: tucks my fingertips down just below the flap  

kelli-: as my left hand moves up my body  

Al_dente_: imagines what the fingertips are feeling 

garrett523: *Bites his lip* 

kelli-: cupping my boob as the fingers duck deeper inside the front of the boy shorts 

kelli-: hips slowly thrust to every other beat 

kelli-: circle then thrust  

kelli-: hand move up high .. hips thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: pops up to my feet 

garrett523: *his eyes moving between her hips and her chest.... then to her eyes...* 

vazziy: *eyes drawn to her hips* 

kelli-: slowly turns as my hands move up under my boobs 

D r a z: growls watching the caresssing fingers  



kelli-: back to you as the top pops open .. ass rolling to the beat 

kelli-: hands cupping as I turn toward you  

kelli-: letting the round bottoms fall out of the bottoms of my hands, still coving my nips 

and chest 

kelli-: new music .. slowing my hips movements 

Al_dente_: yeah..... nice view as kelli cups her breasts 

kelli-: leaning forward ..  

garrett523: *claps for kelli* 

kelli-: three fingers pressing my nipples as my hands move away from my small breasts 

kelli-: on each side 

Al_dente_: hmmmm 

kelli-: hips move in a slow grinding movement 

kelli-: letting your minds wander  

garrett523: lol 

kelli-: leaning back slightly  

Al_dente_: watches the bottom snaps stretch as the hips grind 

kelli-: stretching my body 

kelli-: waits for it 

kelli-: grins 

garrett523: *returns kelli's smile* 

kelli-: slowly high steps down the bar to the beat 

kelli-: arms move around the pole on the stage 

kelli-: one legs moves around the pole 

kelli-: "hiding" behind it 

kelli-: one boob on each side 

kelli-: hands move up the pole  

D r a z: smiles watching the grinding hips 

kelli-: grinds my pussy against the cold metal 

garrett523: *licks his lips once again* 

kelli-: slowly moves up the pole leans back .. arms out leting the top fall off my arms 

kelli-: hands upside down slowly shimmying to the beat 

kelli-: hangs 

Al_dente_: nice view of kelli as she leans back 

kelli-: hands slowly caress my body 

kelli-: down to the next two snaps  

kelli-: smiles as the song ends 

kelli-: slips down the pole .. hands on the stage  

garrett523: *claps* 

kelli-: rolls over backward to my feet 

kelli-: shaking my ass as I move back behind the pole 

kelli-: leans back against it 

kelli-: hands over my head around the pole 

kelli-: grinds my ass  

garrett523: lucky damn pole... lol 



kelli-: back against the pole 

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: fingers toy with my stiff nipples for a second on the way past 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder  

D r a z: winks back 

kelli-: smiles 

garrett523: *smiles at her wink* 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: to my hips 

Gabriela92: is it just me, or does that pole look a little shinier now? 

kelli-: fingers find the snaps  

kelli-: pop pop 

Al_dente_: watching intently 

vazziy: *watching mezmerized.. * 

garrett523: *whistles* 

kelli-: pop pop ..  

kelli-: lets the boy short fall to the stage 

Al_dente_: wow..... 

Gabriela92: whistles from the booth.... 

Al_dente_: gorgeous... 

kelli-: totally shaved and nude as I climb the pole 

kelli-: arms wrap over my head  

kelli-: legs wrap  

Al_dente_: admires kelli's beautiful body 

kelli-: hips thrust against the pole to the beat 

kelli-: thrust and grind .. thrust and grind 

garrett523: God, I love that perfect little body...  to kelli 

Al_dente_: totally naked and free.. 

kelli-: arms moving down .. hands holding the pole .. legs wrapped tight 

D r a z: sings along  as we watch kelli 

kelli-: upper body shimmys  

kelli-: one had releases the pole 

kelli-: leans way back  

kelli-: humps and grinds 

kelli-: head falls back .. hair hanging down 

kelli-: tightens legs.. other hand lets go 

Al_dente_: eyes follow the curves 

kelli-: hangs upside down as my body dances to the beat 

garrett523: *eyes continue to follow the movements* 

kelli-: hands move on my torso .. skin on skin 

Al_dente_: hhmmmmmm  follows the hands 

kelli-: reach down to the floor  

kelli-: hand stands against the pole 



kelli-: breaks over to my feet 

kelli-: backs up against the pole facing you 

kelli-: innocent look as I grind my ass against the pole totally nude 

Al_dente_: beautiful..... smiles 

garrett523: lol 

kelli-: stands . back to the pole ... leaning back.. . legs straight and apart  

garrett523: *smiles and blows the "innocent" girl a kiss* 

kelli-: hands cup my boobs  

kelli-: head back against the pole 

kelli-: eyes close 

kelli-: deep breath 

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body 

kelli-: over my hips 

D r a z: smiles and watches the breast heaving as hands wander  

kelli-: head back harder 

Al_dente_: watches the hands... imagining 

kelli-: arching my back as my hands move to my inner thighs 

kelli-: lightly trace my skin with my fingertip  

kelli-: brushing as they pass on the way up 

garrett523:  

kelli-: breaks into a dance to Santana 

kelli-: spins ..  

kelli-: hands high 

kelli-: hips swivel 

garrett523: great song! and great beauty 

kelli-: smiles at Draz  

D r a z:  smiles back 

kelli-: hands over my head as my body swivels and sways to the latin beat 

kelli-: picks up the top  

vazziyfocus remains on the dancer 

kelli-: pulls it around me as I dance across the stage 

Al_dente_: eyes follow the swaying bending body.. taking in the details 

kelli-: snaps the bottom snap 

garrett523: *watches kelli as she moves 

kelli-: finds the boy shorts 

kelli-: swings them around as I dance  

kelli-: rolls my ass 

kelli-: body goes crazy to the beat 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: facing you 

kelli-: slowly leaning back  

garrett523: *looks kelli in the eyes* 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the wild rhythm 



kelli-: collapse on the stang 

D r a z: watches as keeli leans back as i walks slowly over to the stage   

garrett523: *claps for the performance* 

kelli-: stage 

Gabriela92: applauds loudly!!!!! 

D r a z:  Bravo kelli  ............... 

Gabriela92: wonderful, Kelli!!!!! 

kelli-: snaps the bottom snaps on each hip as I return to my knees 

D r a z:   holds up a LAB robe   ........ in case its needed  

kelli-: push my arms in the arm holes  

garrett523: lovely dance, as always 

kelli-: thank you .. everyone  

D r a z: sliides  the robe round kelli   and ties the belt  >>>http://ladyanns.com/robe.jpg 

kelli-: I hope it wasn't toooo long 

garrett523: it was just fine 

Gabriela92: perfect, Kelli... wasn't anything we'd rather have watched. 

Al_dente_: woo hoo 

Al_dente_: great kelli 

kelli-: my TD dancing or whatshisface playing with his toes Gab?? 

kelli-: leans back into Draz as he ties my robe  

kelli-: thank you .. looks up over my shoulder 

D r a z: squeezes kelli in the robe ........ 

kelli-: kissssss Draz.. thanx smiles 

kelli-: moves down the back steps and over to the DJ booth .. slips inside 

kelli-: thanks Gab .. great tunes.. kisssssssssssssssssssss 

kelli-: slips down the bar to my faithful audience 

 


